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VISAED STATES DEPARTMENT OF .tJSTICE

FEDEXAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, Hew York
May 22, 1964

Malcolm X. Little
Internal Security - 101

i

On March 12, 1964, Malcolm X Little, foner
national official of the nation of Islam (HOI)
and Miniater of HOI Mosque Ho. 7, Hew York City,
publicly announced the formation of Muslim
Mosque, lac. (MMX), the philosophy of which will
be black nationalism.

Characterizations of the
No. 7 are attached heret

!

tans of a pretext by a Special Agent of the Federal
it was ascertained

subject was scheduled to return from his Tour^FTTrTca^on May
21, 1964, and would arrive at the John F. Kennedy International
Airport, Hew York City, at 4:30 p.m., May 21, 1964. A press
conference by subject was scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on that date
and a reception for him was scheduled at 8:00 p.m. on May 21,
1964, in the Skyline Room, Hotel Theresa, Hew York City.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and Its
contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency

•
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Re: Malcolm K. Little
Internal Security - NOI

On May 21, 1964, Supervising Inspector JOhn Adams,
Immigration and Naturalization Service, New York City, advised
that subject, using the name Malik SI Shabezz, arrived at 4*25 p.m.

that date aboard Pan American flight 115 from Paris, Prance,
]

He had passport number C294275, and his destination was his I

residence at 23-11 97th Street, East Slmhurst, Queens, Hew York {

wit;«

Concerning Che press conference mentioned above, the
following article (in part) appeared in ,fThe New York Tines/ 9

a new iorx uity daily uewspapct , w*. my «, iw, v*wj
Edition, page 22, column 5:

"MALCOLM SAYS HE IS BACKED ABROAD

"Asserts U.N. Will Get Case on U.S. Negro This Year

"Malcolm X, the Negro nationalist leader, said yesterday
he had received pledges of support from some new African nations
for charges of discrimination against the United States in the
United Nations.

..... _ _ . . \
"The case against the united states tor its treat- I

merit of the Negro people, he said, would be prepared and sub- I

mitted to the United Nations sometime this year. He did not I

say which nations intended to lodge the formal charges.

"Malcolm, speaking at a press conference in Harlem
|

following his return from a trip to Africa and Mecca, said the!

pledges had been received from the heads of all the countries \

he visited. Among the nations on his itinerary were Ghana,
J

Algeria, Nigeria, Morocco and Saudi Arabia.

"The case to be presented to the world organisation,
he asserted, would compel the United States Government to face
the same charges as South Africa and Rhodesia.
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Re: Malcolm K. Little
Internal Security - NOI

"The United States, he asserted, has colonised the
Negro people just as the people of Africa and Asia were colonised
by Europeans* He described the American method as neo-coloniallssu

"Stresses Dignity

"'My racial philosophy has only changed to the extent
that In Mecca and Saudi Arabia I met thousands of people of
different races and colors who treated me as a human being,'
he said...."

3
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Re: Malcolm K. Little
Internal Security - NOI

1. APPENDIX

NATION TP ISLAM

In January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD ha& described his organization on a nationwide
basic as the "Nation of Islanrand "Muhammad 1 s Temples

Cn July 10, 1963, a second source advised
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD is the national leader of the Natien of
Islam (HOI); Muhammad' s Temple of Islam No. 2,5335
South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the national
headquarters of the NOI; and'*in mid-1960, MUHAMMAD and
other NOI officials, when referring to MUHAMMAD'S organization
on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" or
"Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of-
Islam"

.

The NOI is an all-Negro erganlzation which was

j s originally organized In 1930 in Detroit, Michigan, MUHAMMAD

I clJ**.ms"to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
t lead the BO-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness
i of North America by establishing an independent black nation
i in the United States. Members following MUHAMMAD'S teachings
:- and his Interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no

such thing as a Negro; that the so-called Negroes are slaves
of the white race, referred to as "white devils", in the

j United States; and that the white race, because of its
exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and will be
destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon".

In the past, officials and members of the NOI,
^ lncludln9 MUHAMMAD have refused to register under the

3 provisions of the Selective Service Act3 and have declared
j that members owe no allegiance to the United States.

4
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Malcolm K. Little
Internal Security - NO!

2. APPENDIX

NATION OP ISLAM

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal
statements and instructions to Ms ministers concerning
the principles of his organization in order to avoid
possible pSpoeecution by the United States Government;
however, he Hid not indicate -any fundamental -changes in
the teaohingc^of his organization.

On July^lO, 1963, a third source advised MUHAMMAD
had early in July, 1968, decided to de-emphaeize the
religious aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress
the economic benefits to be derived by those Negroes who
joined the NOI. This policy change, according to MUHAMMAD,
would help him acquire additional followers and create
more interest in his programs.
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Re: Malcolm K. Little
Internal Security - NOI

1.
~-~ APPENDIX

NATION OP ISLAM
MOSQUE 7?7, NEW YORK CITY

On May 3, 1963, a source advised that the Nation
of Islam (»ol) affiliate in New York City is known as
Mosnue also known as Temple jft t and is located at
102 Uest ll6th Street, New York City. Mosque #7 is a
part of the NOI headed by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, with headquarters
in Chicago, Illinois. Mosque #7 follows the policies and
programs as set forth by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

The date Mosque »?7 originated in New York City
is not known.

However, in connection with the origin of Mosque
#7* it should* be noted that in 1953, a second source advised
that there w&3 a temple of the NOI (known to source then as
the Muslim Cult of Islam) in New York City located at 135th
Street and Seventh Avenue, as far back as 19^7.
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TO

subject:

\

\

lit

»ate: 6/fc/64

UNITED STATES GOV NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399321)

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (105-1429HP)

MALCOLM K. LITTLE, aka,
IS - NOI
(00: New York)

* M?w York alrtel 3/9/64, and Bureau
letter, 3/27/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are six (6) copies
of a letterhead memorandum captioned as above. Enclosed
for New York are two (2) copies of letterhead memorandum
and for Chicago one(l) copy.

0/fl

to SA
furnished

New Yorki£ requested to furnish any Information
regarding plans ^SETTLE to visit State of Louisiana.

(^Bureau (Ena4$5#)(RM)

i
2
-Chicago (Enc.-l)(lOO-35635)(lnfp)/Ri^^6

!̂

,
r
c
- ^MUCH

-New Orleans
,
^/(̂ ^. .

' *•• ' -.l»"iuv

P.:
4

'

EBL/sms
(7)

13

/it£2!*2/~ ll[

6 JUN 9 B64
|



In Rtfty, Rtftr m

ZD STATES DEPARTMENT iTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Orleans, Louisiana
June $, 1964

malcolm k. little
Internal «*curity -

nation of islam _

was to be In Louisiana during

the summer of 1964.

This document contains neither recommendations

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents

are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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The enclosed LHM has nat been classified as there

appears no reason therefore.
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UNITED STATES Ik Kiu i#x\f PKT ap niGTirr

}* Reply, Pk+3* Rtjt

FEDERAL BUKKAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia
June 1, 1964

KATrO* CF ISLAM

A characterization of the Nation of Islam SOI)
a ^ * a Vna r? ^ at* *a +

anK

A characterization of Muhanu&atf*£[Voftque 15 is
attached hereto. .rui.^U
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KATIQtf OF_ISLAM ,

NALCOLJJ X currently desires to appeal to all black
people but primarily lAose on a social and economic level
above those reached by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. He recognizes that
Islam is the natural basic religion of all black Africans.
In order that he may hold some appeal for such persons,
MALCOLM during his viait to Aecca became a converted Moslem.

As a Moslem, MALCOLM can no longer adhere to the
teachings and principles of the NOI as propounded by ELIJAH
MAHAMKAD.

fH^HiHiHIHBview that MALCOLM
future activities nay vieil fallow the path of a legitimate
religious organization and if capably managed could be an
effective and useful force in the current Civil Rights Movement
m the United States. If it is used indiscriminately behind

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI # It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside year agency

.
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' ;i ISLAM, formerly
re?\ rl "o as £1 M islim
OaI. Irlam, cnown
as :v.« ..iinr^d 1 s r - > of

In January, I *57j a source advised Elijah Muhammad
has described his organisation on a nationwide basis as the
"Nation of Islam" and 1

\iuhar.rrad , s Temples of Islam".

On July 10, 1 & second source advised Elijah
fluharanad is the nations ; leader of the Nation of jlslam

Avenue, Chicago, Illino :1s the national headquarters of
the NOI; and in mid-19-- Muhammad and other NOI officials,
when referring to Muh&s. -id's organisation on a nationwide
basis, commenced usin^ .. -her "Mocqje" or "Temple" when
mentioning one of "MUtei .;..ad ' s Tempi ss of Islam. 11

Tne NOI is a a ajl-Xegro organization which was
originally organized in 1^3- in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad
y*. ^ *-v « J- ~ v — —. -w^ ^ fc n k i- -i \_ . - a *i t — u ±- i~ ^ o . ^ ^ w» — ±-

^lfi : J<liS J,V ilctVC Ut?G?n £>t?J.* i- L*^wl LfJ r\±±i±l*, l*JJ<S O Uyj'^illfcT -ZC-Li£, LU
lead the so-called N<- jrn race out of slavery in the wilder-
ness of North America by establishing an independent blac*c
nation in the United Steves. Members following Muhammad's
teachings and his interpretation of the "Koran believe
there is no such thing r.s a Negro; that the so-called Negroes
are slaves of the white race, referred to as "white devils,"
in the United States; and that the white race, because of
its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and will be
destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI/
including Muhammad, have refused to register under the
provisions of the Selective Service Acts and have declared
that members owe no allegiance to the United States.

On May 5, 195^> the first source advised Muhammad
had, upon advice of leg^l counsel, tempered his personal
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning the
principles of his organization in order to avoid possible
prosecution by the United States Government; however, he did
not indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings of his
organization

«



On July 10, ~>$, a thi::\ > ;rce advised Muhammad
had early in July, 195<> decided zc ''^-emphasize the religious
aspee ts of the teaching, or Islam t riu to stress the economic
benefits to be derived oy those Negroes who Joined the NOI.
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him
acquire additional followers and create more interest in his
programs

.
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• !:C3QU3 #15, formerly known as
i-:

tJ:"a>'v^:v • temple o? iptam #15,
Acla.'.b.'.i .orb la,

_____ "AXES ax sua:
v.'_tafh Avenue, K.S., ha;". : Serried a or.?- year lease for a hall
on the sixth floor of tiv r-dd rel lows 75uilding, this lease
to run from January 1, 1 ••

, to Janviry 1.
SKABAZZ represented the Temple of l3lan.

advance rental p ; r. er:t was nude
4847 Wood lawn . -en.;e. Chicairo. Illinois.

MUHAMMAD, wHo
nis Temple #2 was

located at 5335 S. Greerv. roa Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

MUHAMMAD'S
'iAD's MOSQUE
that
hclding
Gecr^ia

.

meetings at 361 Sdgewoci .3 Atlanta.

A3 "' *~ *
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UNITE, STATES DEPARTMENT OF 1 3TICE

FEDERAL BUKKAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply* Rtjtr m
A I #nt-i. Gecr*;i \

^ne 1. 1964

Tit:*

Reii rence

XAZ

1

GN ISLAM

Letxen ead nemorandun dated
June 1, 1964, at Atlanta,
Georgia, captioned as above

f

\

I

» L
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10

'•, iS -.•.ijat.it contains r.either recoawieGdations nor canclasi

i tie 721. It is tne property of The FBI and is leaned ti

ycur agetcy; It and its contents are not to be distributed

titside your agency.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399321)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-8999)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: MALCOLM K.^ITTLE aka
IS - MMI
(00: NEW YORK)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five copies of
a letterhead memorandum concerning subject's appearance on the
"Barry Gray Show" over Radio Station WMCA, NYC, on 6/8 and 9/64.

The program was listened to by SA

During the interview, subject made absolutely no
mention of the illegitimate children of ELIJAH MUHUMMAD, in
spite of his recent efforts to publicize this information, as
reflected in NY communications of 6/6, 7 and 8/64, under the
NOI and MMI caplflon.

ft t • ' - • : . . . •

.

{ > th\uU

t
"3-Bureau (Ends
3-New York

(1-105-7809) (NOI) (43)
(1-100-152759) (MMI) (44)

ABF:dbr

(7)41,

JUN JO 1*4
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Uf[ ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
In Reply, Fleam R*fw to .Time 0 lQfiii
Fiu n*. Bureau 100-399321 J x*°

Malcolm K. Little
Internal Security-Muslim Mosque, Incorporated

Characterizations of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated
(MMl), Nation of Islam (NOl) and NOI Mosoue Number 7.

New York

From 11: 40 p.m., June 8, 1964, to 12:30 p.m., June 9,
1964, subject was the guest on the "Barry Gray Show" over Radio
Station 'MCA, New York, New York. Prior to the interview of
subject by Mr. Gray, the latter telephonically Interviewed
Alabama f s Governor George Wallace.

In commenting on Governor Wallace, subject stated that
he made no distinction between Governor Wallace and President
Lyndon B. Johnson, except in their methods. Little also characterized
the United States Government as a racist government since the
majority -of all congressional committees are headed and dominated
by Congressmen from the South.

Subject spoke of his recently completed tour of Africa,
describing it as the "greatest place on earth". He stated he
had toured Arabia, Egypt, Lebanon, Nigeria, Ghana and Morocco.
In Arabia, he made the twelve day pilgrimage to Mecca, where his
outlook was broadened when he saw how belief in Allah by men of
all races eliminates racial distinctions*

Little claimed that while in Ghana he met with the
Ambassadors there from Cuba and Communist China, both of whom
gave dinners in his honor. He also addressed members of the
Ghana Parliament and he impressed on all of these people the
fact that racial discrimination In America is sponsored by the
government

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and

r i «its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency....
, '7AIMED
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Malcolm K. Little

V. APPENDIX

MUSLIM MOSQUE 1 INCORPORATED

The March 13, 1964, edition of "The New York
Times," a dally newspaper published in New York, New York,
contained an article on page 20 which indicated that
MALCOLM X (LITTLE) , former national official of the Nation
of Islam (NOI) and Minister of NOI Mosque #7, New York, who
broke with the NOI on March 3, 1964, publicly announced in
New York City on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the
Mu3lim Mosqua, Incorporated (MMI) • The MMI, according to
the article, would be a broadly based politically oriented
black nationalist movement for Negroes only, financed by
voluntary contributions. In this public statement MALCOLM X
urged Negroes to abandon the doctrine of non-violence when
it is necessary to defend themselves in the civil rights
struggle, and he also suggested that Negroes form rifle
clubs to protect their lives and property in times of
emergencies in areas v?here the government is unable or
unwilling to protect them.

" Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16,
1964, with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York
County, New York, New York, reflect that the KMI vras

incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the
State of New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic
Paith and Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted
Islamic principals. 11 The principal place of worship to
be located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York*

During an appearance over KYW - Television,
Cleveland, Ohio, on April 7, 1964, MALCOttf X stated that
the MMI does not stand for integration, but for complete
freedom, Justice, and equality for Negroes. He stated
that Islam was the religious philosophy of the MMI, while
the political, economic and social philosophy was black
nationalism.

On May 15, 1964, a confidential source advised that
the headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite 128, Hotel
Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York City, where they were
established on March l6, 1964 .



Malcolm K. Little

1. appendix

NATION IF ISLAM

m January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD has described his organization on a nationwide
basis as the "Nation of Islam* and "Muhammad's Temples
of Islam".

On July 10, 1963, a second source advised
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD is the national leader of the Nation of
Islam (NOI); Muhammad's Temple of Islam No, 2,5335
South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the national
ncauijuai-L>ei'p gi une nvx« fuiuv.ui nuu*i^uv| nuiuu'U'uuf <uiu

other NOI officials, when referring to MUHAMMAD'S organisation
on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" or
"Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of-
Islam".

3he NOI is an all-Negro organization which was
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan, MUHAMMAD
cladms to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery In the wilderness
of North America by establishing an independent black nation
in the United States. Members following MUHAMMAD'S teachings
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no

of the white race, referred to as "white devils", in the
United States; and that the white race, because of Its
exploitation »f the so-called Negroes, must and will be
destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon".

m the past, officials and members of the NOI,
including MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the
provisions of the Selective Service Acts and have declared
that members owe no allegiance to the United States.



Malcolm K. Little

2^ ^ APPENDIX

NATION OP ISLAM

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD
had,, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning
the principles of his organization in order to avoid
possible persecution, by the Uhlted States Government;
however, he ^Ud not indicate -any- fundamental -changes in
the teachings ^af his organization*

On Julyip, 1963, a third source advised MUHAMMAD
had early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the
religious aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress
the economic benefits to be derived by those Negroes who
Joined the NOI. This polity change, according to MUHAMMAD,
would help him acquire additional followers and create
more interest in his programs.



Malcolm K. . Little

1. APPENDIX

XTATTOM ITO TSTftM ~~

MOS'IUE #7, NEW YORK CITY

On May 3, 1963, a source advised that the Nation
of Islam (NOl) affiliate in New York City is known as
Mosque ','f( , also known as Temple jfi t and is located at
102 l.'est 116th Street, New York City. Mosque £Y is a
part of the NOI headed by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, with headquarters
in Chicago, Illinois. Mosque tfl follows the policies and
riT»ftcT>an* o c eat- f*r\-~4-H Inr TTT.T.TAW MTTWAMMAnUtility U W U W W A h/J ' ' 1 * ' " ml * W **m**- #

The date Mosque £7 originated in New York City
is not known.

However, in connection with the origin of Mosque
#7, it should be noted that in 1953. a second source advised
that there was a temple of the NOI (known to source then as
the Muslim Cult of Islam) in New York City located at 135th
Qtr)£»or a tor? Q^»£>r>*-Vi Auonno a a fan Viftr»lr n Q 1 Oil 7

5
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COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

. JUN161964

CODED TELETYPE

FBI NEW YORK

•603 FMSSS URGENT 6-16-64

^tQOIRECTOR I 00-399321 /

FROM NEW YORK 105-8999 1..

X^LITTLE. IS-HHI. rf«vv

rib

MALCOH 1TLITTLE, IS-HNI.

NEW YORK TELETYPE SIX*. FIFTEEN. SIXTY FOUR*
~~

QUEENS

COUNTY CIVIL COURT, ADVISED TODAY THAT EVICTION TRIAL BROUGHT BY

NATION OF ISLAM /NOI/ AOAINST SUBJECT ENDED AT ONE THIRTY P.M.

THIS DATE. JUDGE HAS RESERVED DECISION WHICH WILL BE HANDED DOWN AT

UNKNOWN FUTURE DATE.

ftrf* ADVISED THAT APPROXIMATELY TEN MUSLIM MOSQUE INC. /MMI/ MEMBERS

AND FIFTY NOI MEMBERS WERE PRESENT IN AND AROUND THE COURTHOUSE 1
N

BUT THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS. ONE OF SUBJECT/S BODYGUARDS OBSERVED/

IN CAR OUTSIDE OF COURT WITH A RIFLE AND WAS CHECKED OUT

HE HAD TWO UNLOADED RIFLES BUT NO AMMUNITION. NO ARRE:

MADE SINCE POSSESSION OF RIFLE IS NOT AN OFFENSE. IN SPITE OF

ALLEGED THREATS TO SUBJECT HE HAS MADE NO REQUEST TO, THE NYCPD FOR

PROTECTION. - ^fcfa. /&0~5f/Z+l
END

22 him <,

10 JUN 181964

FBI VASHDC
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Ft! NSl YORK

Mr. T»t4^_
Mr. Trotter.

Room.

i

81 WGENT 6* 19-64 JAR

^ DIRECTOR /5/i 00-399321

'fRONJEV YORK 105*8999 IF

LITTLE SCHEDULED TO APPEAR IN QUEENS COUNTY CIVIL JOURT AT

NINE THIRTY AN, THIS DATE, FOR EVICTION TRIAL BROUGHT BY M»WW ^ 1

IN EFFORT TO OUST HIM FROM HIS RESIDENCE WHICH NOI CLAIMS IT OURS- U '

END

LRA

FBI VASH DC

66 JUN 1*4 1964

* > * ' '
/ * /

10 JUN 181964

^
7 \ Exempt from OtW, Citegory^^
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rt.lvc been unwilling to tio so.** The
station executive noted that there

wal nothing in the option agreement

givmg the LBJ Company authority to

poli^? Capital Cable's programs.

Tfc FCC took KeJlam at his word.

No A>cumentary evidence was sub-

mitted to support the claim. And
on December 11—two days after Kel-

lam rnfcde his last reply—the Com-
mission^ denied TV Cable's petition

for a waiver. The majority opinion

held that there were no special cir-

cumstances in the Austin case to war-

rant an Exception to the no-waiver

policy. The lone dissenter, Commis-
sioner Lee\Loevinger, said there had
been no shewing that the local John-

son station, KTBC-TV, was in need

of Drotectiori from TV Cable throueh

the blackout rule. Loevinger, the

Commission's* newest member, had

only recently been imported from the

Justice Department's anti-trust divi-

sion, which he headed.

Meanwhile, as a result of the Bobby
Baker case, Washington newsmen
were already prowling through FCC
records on the Johnson family broad-

casting empire. Arid so* the Austin

case fluttered direqly into the bright

spotlight of public -attention, hitting

the national news riedia for the first

time. *

Emboldened by the publicity, TV
Cable made one mori assault on the

blackout rule last January. It asked

the FCC for reconsideration. Nearly

four more months of deliberation

passed, and finally last month the

Commission announced ft would stick

to the earlier verdict. The grounds:

TV Cable had not shown good faith

but tried to change the rules in the

middle of the game by accepting the

restriction and then attempting to

have it annulled. {

Nevertheless, the FCC failed to ad-

rTrjxt tfc^lf tn thr rmmi ICON* nf the

dispute: why the government should

use its power to insulate from compe-

tition a prosperous station like

KTBC-TV, which had a big stake of

its own in the success of a commu-
nity antenna system. Because the

question remains unanswered, 'and

because Presidential family interests

are substantially affected, the Austin

cam: win iiHiuiftu^ i\j iiiiK ii* w**.

political closet long into the year.

The ClsS'2" of

Ui«LJUUL_Li

by JAMES A. WECHSLER

"Doesn't Black Nationalism

carry with it the notion of re-

turning to Africa?" / asked.

. "Yes!" he replied, "but this

is our long-range goal . .

"In joining the civil rights

struggle, are you not contra*

dieting your previous position,

that is, of not working with

whites, and having given up on

America?"

His answer was immediate;

"No! First I believe the black

man must lead his own fight; in

fact, the Black Nationalist must

become more involved and force

the white man out, for he is the

most deceitful creature on earth.

J intend to prove that you can't

get civil rights in this country.

Then / intend to elevate the

idea of civil rights to the plane

of human rights; this way, we
can go to the United Nations

and show the world what this

country really is. . • . The black_
man is maturing, he is waking

up. That is why I say that we
will have real violence, 1 have

found out that the black ma\

the street thinks like 1 think.

Where they are unwilling to talk

in front of others, they are will*

ine to tell me what they really

feel. . . r—From an interview with
Malcolm X, published in The
Liberator magazine.

T first encountered Malcolm X some-
A what over a year ago when we
were participants on a radio forum*

I had read a good deal about him
and had a general notion of what he

had been saying to increasingly large

audiences on Harlem street corners.

I had been told that he was articu-

late, well-informed, quick and skill-

ful in debate. I rather looked for-

ward to the evening as a phase of

my own education; it was on a pro-

gram conducted by Barry Gray and
1 knew there would be an hour or
more available for the discussion*

Malcolm is a tall, slender, graceful

man with a highly intellectualued
face that can alternately light up
with anger and laughter; one might
easily mistake him for a young acade-

mician; off the air, he is disarming

and quiet-mannered. But when he is

performing, bitter sarcasm becomes
his favorite tone.

Two aspects of the discussion stand

out in memory. One was an out-

growth of his harsh and by now
familiar denunciations of the estab-

lished Negro leadership. I suggested

to him that there was a certain prc-

sumptuousness in his derisive dismis-

sal of such figures as A. Philip Ran-

dolph who have rendered so many
years of dedicated, selfless service .to

the struggle against oppression. Mal-

colm's answer was swift and disdain-

ful: "Randolph fought Marcus Gar-

vey"—a reference to an ancient

episode in the history of the Negro
liberation movement in which Garvey
fought for a separatist, nationalist

policy for Negroes. Malcolm rendered

the verdict with the. finality of a

Stalinist of the early Thirties to

whom someone had ventured some
favorable comment about a leader of

the Second International. One could

hardly avoid wincing as one listened

to this self-righteous, self-possessed,

self-proclaimed young savior condemn
a man whose life has been so rare a
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blend of nobility and courage.

The other exchange 1 recall most

clearly occurred when Malcolm kept

insisting that, as far as Negroes were

concerned, there was literally no dif-

ference between New York and Mis-

sissippi; the icrror and servitude were

the same in both states. I argued that

no good purpose was served by such

misNtaicrncnt: that one need not min-

imize the wrongs and injustices of

New York to recognize that there was

a difference of some consequence be-

tween a state in which a white tyran-

ny used all the police power to main-

tain its rule and one in which the

machinery of government, however

fumbling and inadequate, accepted

the moral premise of equality. More-

over, I contended, Malcolm's words

would surely be used by the South-

ern racists to justify their system and

to stifle criticism. If a Negro leader

really believed New York and Mis-

sissippi were fundamentally the same,

how dare the North condemn Missis-

sippi's police state?

It was a futile, exasperating col-

loquy; I could not believe that Mal-

colm really believed what he was say-

ing, but neither could I wrest from

him—on the air—the admission that

there were any real variations be-

tween the two states.

When the program had ended we
conversed cordially for a few mo-

ments and Malcolm, with a mischiev-

ously amiable smile, said: "Look,

you'll never get me to admit there's

a difference between New York and

Mississippi until we've won our revo-

lution/* What he was saying, of

course, was that he fully got the point

but that it did not suit his rhetorical

purposes; he would continue to main-

tain that it was a distinction without

a difference. I had a feeling that I

had detected a cold cynicism in the

firebrand, but his answer no doubt

would have been that I could not

understand. -

It was about two months ago when

I encountered Malcolm again%
Many

things had happened in the interim.

The high hopes and spirits of last

summers Freedom March had been

diminished by a series of anticli-

maxes. There was growing talk of the

Wniie IMt&UUl *H UIC OWlui «u«VH

by the rising militancy of Northern

Negroes; the battle of Birmingham
had a seemingly different dimension

to too many white citizens when it

became the battle of Brooklyn. The
-Senate was bogged down in a fili-

buster. Factional conflict was scaring

the civil rights groups.

Things had changed for Malcolm,

too. He was no longer part of Elijah

Muhammad's Black Muslim move-

ment; he was operating his own black

nationalist sect. The estrangement was

apparently triggered by Malcolm's

callous comments on the assassina-

tion of President Kennedy (he later

claimed that he had not meant ex-

actly what he said, or not said what

he meant to say). Whatever the full

cause of the rift, he was now more
than e%er committed to a hell-raising

role in the civil rights battle. Since

he remained a passionate advocate

of separatism, there were obvious am-

biguities and anomalies about his chal-

lenge to the civil rights leadership.

It was partly because I was curious

about how he was reconciling these

views that I found myself attending

an April rally at a midtown Man-
hnttrkn m^<M incr hall It whirh Mai-« i« « » —— - -- -

colra was to speak under the sponsor-

ship of The Militant Labor Forum,

a unit of the Socialist Workers Party

(the continuing modern manifesta-

tion of what old radicals define as

"Trotskyism").

There was an intriguing aspect

about the auspices of the meeting.

It was hard to believe that Leon

Trotsky had ever anticipated such an

alliance would be weldwl in his mem-

ory; but those who wish to explore

the detailed dialectics will find them

elucidated at length, if not with pre-

cision, in the Trotskyist journal.

There was another, more dramatic

circumstance which evoked my curi-

osity. Just twenty-four hours earlier,

a Cleveland minister—the Reverend

Bruce Klunder—had died under the

wheels of a bulldozer during a CORE
demonstration at a school construc-

tion site. I wondered whether Mal-

colm's meeting would offer some rec-

ognuion 10 uu* win it um«*i.

There were about S00 people in

the hall. They ranged from elderly

Trotskyisu, veterans of Use old fac-

tional left-wing wars, co young re-

cruits, nearly all of them white; a
small band of Malcolm's personal ad-

herents was also on hand, bat this

was primarily an SWP show.

JAMES A. WECHSUft b oditor of tho

editorial poqo of Tho Now York Post.

Among Kit booki oro 'Tho Ago o*

StMpkion" «*d "Roflactam of on * '

MUddlo^Aoed Editor.
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With mingled awe and pain, 1

watched Malcolm perform before this

assemblage. It must be said for him
that he made no visible alteration

in his attitudes toward the white com-
munity. After offering a token trib-

ute to those whites who had the

wisdom to associate themselves with

an organization that appreciated his

message, he proceeded to deliver the

same separatist speech that he has so

often recited to Harlem rallies. Each
time he baited those who had made
the mistake of choosing white par-

ents, there was general laughter, with-

out regard to race; when he ven-

tured a few poorly-veiled anti-Semitic

thrust* (he was particularly sharp

about justice Arthur Goldberg's con-

cern over the fate o£ Jews in the

Soviet Union), he received equally

non-sectarian approval. At times one
had the feeling that he was playing

his cosmic joke—that he knew much
of the audience was so entrapped by
doctrinaire shibboleth that it felt a

special obligation to welcome his ridi-

cule. (At times the spectacle evoked

the revulsion one would experience

if one watched a predominantly Ne-

gro audience respond warmly to a

segregationist speech by a White Citi-

zens Council spokesman).

In any case, he completed his re-

marks, and the dead Mr. Klunder re-

'mained unmentioned. As a journal-

ist who suffers from a periodic in-

ability
m
to remain aloof from the

event he is covering, I finally found
myself taking the floor in the ques-

tion period. My question was wheth-

er, in view of his assertion that he

had met one "true white liberal,"

Malcolm would care to say anything

about Cleveland's dead minister.

1 think I really assumed that he

would offer some words of regret

and tribute, even if he had to accom-

pany them with a reminder that such
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men were unique indeed. But he con*

founded mc again. Instead of any

remotely generous sentiment, lie ex»

ptcxlcd contemptuously- "Were not

going to stand up and applaud one

white person when 22.000,000 Ameri-

can Negroes are being tortured," he

cried.

Then suddenly he shouted "All

right! Hurrayt Hurrayt Hurray!" but

immediately proceeded to catalogue

the list of crimes suffered by Negroes

at the hands of white America. And
when, a few moments later, a soft-

spoken, gray-haired (white) citizen

arose and implored Malcolm to let

the audience observe one moment of

silence in memory of Mr. Klunder,

the answer was another tirade; he

would never "use any energy applaud-

ing the sacrifice of a white man" in a

world in which Negroes were sys-

tematically victimized.

It is many weeks since this oc-

curred, but the image of the episode

remains with me. One clings to the

view that there can be certain com-

munication in the world, and that

both instinct and intelligence would

have led Malcolm X to respond with

a measure of common humanity

—

even if only to underline the sadness

of the human condition—at that

moment. One had the feeling instead

that he believed his cause might

somehow be undermined by such a

display of "bourgeois sentimentality
."

I have described these episodes in

detail not because they were peculiar-

ly historic but because they may help

to illuminate the internal crisis con*

fronting the Freedom Movement.

In The Progressive in March of

this year I wrote of the moral crisis

of the white liberals. It is no less

serious now than it was then. Noth-

ing written here is designed to sug-

gest any diminution in my sense of

the priority of that problem. There

are innumerable half-truths in the

thrusts of Malcolm X.

But that is no excuse for silence

about the real nature of his role, and

the dead-end toward which he is lead-

ing many frustrated, alienated Ne-

groes and some white camp-followers.

Perhaps even more important is the

prospect that imitators will spring

up—as they already have in some
places—and that the civil rights bat*

tie will be poisoned by their presence.

Too many "militants"—white and
_JQegro—have rationalized his per-

formance with the claim that the

threat he poses provides a certain

weapon for those civil rights leaders

still operating in the real world.

There was a time when I found some
validity in that view. But that time

is past. His is an adventure in diver-

sionary discord. It rests on accept-

ance of the segregationist premise

that the cause of equal rights in Amer-

ica is essentially doomed; that Martin

Luther King s dream was a delusion;

that, to achieve self-respect, the Ne-

gro can do little more than take up
arms to defend himself and await his

deliverance to an African promised

land. But the premise is false and

the promise is demagogy.

I am not pleading for patience and

fortitude. I am saying only that the

man who sneeringly refers to Eleanor

Roosevelt as "supposedly a liberal/'

and who recklessly talks of substitut-

ing bullets for ballots, is inviting not

liberation but disaster, and playing

capriciously with human beings to

whom he offers nothing but the pros-

pect of futile violence and turmoil.

The answer to such criticism, of-

fered by Malcolm and his more

sophisticated apologists, is that the

non-violence movement has proved a

failure and a fraud; that the degra-

dation of the Negro ghettos in the

North grows worse rather than bet-

ter; that the Southern landscape is

still an unrelieved nightmare, bright-

ened in no serious degree by scattered

breakthroughs in schools and at

lunch counters.

The indictment has much validity,

but his alternative makes no serious

sense. On that night in Manhattan, I

heard Malcolm describe his vision of

Harlem—a firmly-ruled black com-

munity in which "no white roan will

be able to set foot without a 'guide*."

In his tortured dream, the black

populace—during this period of

transition before the ultimate return

to Africa—will build Algerian-type

walls around its own sectors, and

thus achieve at least temporary es-

cape from white persecution. One
can only sadly observe that Georgia's

Senator Richard Russell would prob-

ably find this a satisfactory formula
for leiilcment of the racial problem.

Its grotesque absurdity teems ap-

parent; yet it would be self-deception

to deny that, amid the stagnation and
slow-motion that beset the quest for

equal rights, such madness has

achieved a growing appeal. It is re-

flected not merely in the formation

of small terrorist gangs that draw
spiritual inspiration, if not formal

direction, from Malcolm and his

agents, and who have embarked on
sporadic forays of aimless violence

against the "white enemy*
-

(without

regard to any specific offense alleged-

ly committed by the victim). One al-

so hears echoes of the same credo

in conversations and correspondence

with some intellectuals, Negro and
white, who have joined in the revolt

against non-violence.

A column that I wrote describing

Malcolm's meeting, with particular

reference to his scornful remarks

about the Reverend Mr. Klunder,

elicited a long, well-phrased letter

from a Negro woman in which she

said, in part;

"I know . . . I'm expected to . . .

flatly denounce Malcolm X's callous

reaction to the young minister's death.

And I'm almost crying inside because

1 can't. My first thought was 'How
tragic/ but before that thought was

cold I was thinking 'But they started

it.' Years ago after an explosion in

the Gary steel mills one of my girl

friends told me how her shock upon
hearing of the accident changed to

relieved laughter because only white

men were killed. 2 was shocked at the

coldness of it. But when that plane

from Atlanta crashed in Paris it was

sensitive little me who said, aloud,

'Goodly It serves jJicm right!* Isn't it

still a matter of allowing color to gov-

ern your feelings for people—a men-

tal process we learn mainly through

dealing with you?

"You are a compassionate man.

This leaves you unequipped to see

people as they are. I assure you that

most other people, including many
of mine, are not like you. You think

that beneath the acquired hatred

THE PROGRESSIVE
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each man has something akin to a

soul* that each man, like you, is ca-

pable oi love and forgivcriess. But it

ain'i so. What did you expect Mal-

colm X to say in rcsjxmsc to your

question? A public response at that.

You did not honestly expect a show of

tenderness and sympathy, did you? 1

was not there but I would have cx-

j>cctcd the type of answer that you

got.

**In fact, I wouldn't have asked the

question. When you arc dealing with

conscienceless beings, anything you

allow yourself to feel for them will

be used to hurl you. And I suppose

that goes lor your dealings with us,

too. 1 don't think Mr. X is complete-

ly without soul. After all, he seems to

love us well enough.

"You speak of 'better dreams* and
the 'real world/ My world is one of

white domination with a white foot

eternally on my neck. Ask some of
fviAttdr it OIF » V\ 4 w"» 1» UU ^ aM 1 1

ever be free in this country. Bear in

mind that you are while and we habi-

tually lie to whiles. White liberals

somehow expect us to be nobler

while being treated like animals than

white men are while being respected

as men. ... 1 see liberals as men with

lamps, searching for gratitude, after

all you have done for us. I suspect

the hardest lesson liberals will learn

is that you can pick Presidents and

Cabinet members and solve the prob-

lems in Algeria, but you must not

pick our leaders. While we accept,

and at times even welcome, white

help, we are not unmindful of why
we need help in the first place, and

that for some reason we are always
Kj>!n«v trt /*AmmK^raK» with OUTVV«lig »V v>w "

helpers. Or go slow.

M
, . . Civil rights is not an intel-

lectual issue with us and some of us

are not about to take the long view.

Mr. X is saying this and telling us

lhac if push comes to shove, and it

has, we must try to free ourselves

with no regard for the feelings of

fxrorile who don't like us and aren't

going 10. lis foolish to speak of

arousing animosity in people who al-

ready hate us. He is saying that iVs

not going to be cream and honey in

a few years, and that we must build

respect for ourselves, and he is touch-

ing people that other leaders have

Samson X

not been able to touch. And he
Vl/IkU U*t» UtW^F ***<»«.« Uiai 1'

ence has taught us to have for white

liberals—and in spite of the conten-

tion of the white press that Muslims
and Mr. X's followers are an amazing
combination of ignorance and stupid-

ity, this suspicion does not lie solely

in untutored breasts.

"Malcolm's tragedy is the tragedy

of most blacks and a few whites—
that of intellectual energy, talent,

lives, and yes, compassion, being

spent to prove that black men are

really men, when these lovely gifts

could be better used in the building

and discovery of beautiful things

that are not so elemental. But then,

compassion is elemental, and mine is

gone. Like innocence, once it's gone.

41 l«*l UCTtJ • WIUI *1«
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a pleasant feeling. You certainly

shouldn't change, 1 surely can't, and
your people simply won't. It is ra-

ther sad, and very painful, and now
I wonder who has given up on who?"

In response to her letter I wrote,

among other things:

"Let me make one more attempt

to cut through this stalemate. 1 hap-

pen to be Jewish; six million Jews
were murdered in Germany because

they chose the wrong parents. That is

a lot of people. I also know there

were Germans who participated in

the underground anti*Naxi move-

ment. A brother of a close friend of

mine was executed when he
caught. Now let's suppose I was ad-

dressing an anti-Nazi meeting in

which 1 indiscriminately denounced
the German people, and sotneooe
asked me whether I would agree to

a moment of silence in memory of a
young German who had been execut-

ed by a Nazi firing squad. I cannot
believe that I would have responded
by saying that I did not give a damn
about the life of any German be-

cause 'they started it/

"I suppose the only other point I

have to make is that neither Mal-
colm nor you has the right co say

that those of us who were born white

(or so we think) have no real right to

speak or to be heard in this crisis.

The simple truth is that inequality

is a burden for the oppressor as well

as the victim, and the civil rights

movement is as much a struggle for

white liberation as anything else. 1

do not claim any originality in this

thought, but I believe it is still the

most valid point.

"Obviously, I have no quarrel with

Malcolms militancy. What I object

to is his alienation from reality and
his attempt to lead people down a
dead-end road. James Farmer was
fighting this battle long before Mal-

colm discovered it; yet Malcolm's de-

risive remarks about Farmer were
more hostile than his reference to the

white Cleveland minister.**

The exchange continued for a

while; yet I had a sense that this was

a dialogue of the deaf—that a fatal

been created, and that no words could

alter the mood.
Malcolm X, of course, is not alone

responsible for this condition. Other
voices in other places are saying simi-

lar thingsf and each day of delay and
indecision in combating the sickness

of oppression and inequity strength-

ens these appeals to unreason. But to

recognize the roots of this desperate

despair does not require the abdica-

tion of our own senses. Those who
tell us all is lost because too little

has been won, and who see the na-

tion—and eventually the universe-

doomed to some final conflict be-

27
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iwccn races arc in fact merely in-

dulging themselves.

Tor ihc simple truth, as James
Fanner and Roy Wilkins and others

continue to proclaim amid the pres-

sures of the so-called "militants," is

that the Negro cannot go it alone;

those who tell him that he can are

cheating him. Those who cannot dif-

ferentiate between Jim Farmer and
Jim Crow, who lightly hurl the epi-

thet of "Uncle Tom" at leaders who
see both the moral and practical im-

perative of preserving and extending
the Negro-white coalition, those who
insist the "white liberal" must be
banished from the Freedom Move-
ment or reduced to the role of water

boy, ihose who, in effect, affirm a
reverse segregationism because "the

white man can never understand what
it means to be black** are strengthen-

ing every vile impulse in our national

life, and obstructing perhaps our last

best chance to achieve a national

solution, too long postponed, of our
racial agony.

I am not wistfully projecting some
sudden, serene "revolution by con-

sent." The white resistance, South
and North P remains bitter and en-

trenched; if Congress enacts the civil

rights bill, there will Hill be a lone

"niggle ahead, in the courts and in

the streets. The question is not

whether the Negro has legitimate

cause for impatience and outcry; it

is whether his anger will be un-

leashed, without discipline or direc-

tion, at something called the "white

world/* or whether it will find pur-

poseful expression in a concerted al-

liance with many thousands of other

Americans who have not deserted the

March on Washington.

Wc are, I think, at a fateful mo-
ment of transition. White defections

from the civil rights cause is a tragic

fact of life; but it is not the whole
story. The Interfaith assemblage in

Washington in April was a remark-

able occurrence; perhaps the most im-

portant words spoken there were
those of the Reverend Dr. Eugene
Carton Blake, $pc»king (or all the

Protestant denominations. Warning
against excessive preoccupation with
the "legality of demonstrations" he
declared:

"Unless we quickly understand that

standing insults in our society . . .

make peaceful men turn violent, and
patient men lose their self-control,

we understand neither the first level

of morals nor the depth of the crisis

that race discrimination has brought
to our once proud nation."

^ Such words were spoken by a lead-

ing white clergymen; such men do
exist, and they appeared in great
numbers. To deprecate their role is

to assert that there has been no moral
advance in our lifetime, and that

Medgar Even—and the Reverend
Mr. Klunder—died in vain.

I do not know whether the battle

for equality—not merely the legisla-

tive fight but the search for an au-

thentic national community—can be
won decisively in a foreseeable fu-

ture. We do know that a new white
generation is growing up which has/
in many instances, rebelled against

the folklore of its fathers. We do
know that the white supremacists are

on the defensive, no matter how
small the evidences of progress may

be. But most of all it must be dear
that this is a disastrous time for dis-

cord within the civil rights move-
ment, and for diversionary gospels of
"black separatism" chat can only dis-

rupt the Freedom legtoot.

Those who live in islands of white
tranquility fool themselves if they

believe there can be any ultimate
escape—for themselves or the coun-
try—from the Negro upheaval of our
time. But Malcolm X and his disciples

are equally removed from reality

when they advertise salvation in au-

tonomous ghettos, and incite total

war against the white community.
Radical sects that encourage this de-

lusion prove anew how little Marx-
ism has to do with the American
experience.

What gave the Freedom Movement
its initial impetus was its deeply in-

digenous quality, its remarkable self-

discipline, its inner strength. Those
who divide that movement will not
conquer; they can only manufacture
debris and disorder.

1! L1©\ft GSiiD PiTBCS
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£ War
FULB?JGHT

The Constttution of the Unite)

States, in the words of its pream-

ble, was established, among other

reasons, in order to "provide for the

common defense, promote the general

welfare, and secure the blessings of

liberty . . In the past generation

the emphasis of our public policy has

been heavily weighted on measures

for the common defense to the consid-

erable neglect of programs for pro-

moting the liberty and wcUatre of our
people. The reason for this, of course,

has been the exacting demands of two

world wars and an intractable cold

war, which have wrought vast changes

in the character of American life.

Of all the changes in American life

wrought by the cold war, the most im-

rtant by far, in my opinion, has
the massive diversion of energy

and resources from the creative pur-

suits oNdvilized society to the con-

duct of \ costly and interminable
struggle JorWorld power. We have
been compelled, or have felt our-

i

.
. _ reverse the tradi*

national priori-

ties, relegating individual and com-
munity life to places online scale be-

low the enormously expensive mili-

tary and space activities tha^ consti-

tute our program of national security.

This, I think, is the real meaning

selves cuiupelleu;

tional order of

oa
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548)
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS
IS-C ^
MALCOLM X LITTLE
IS-MMI
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Re New York teletype to Bureau, 6/1Z/&1, captioned,
"MALCOLM X LITTLE; IS-MMI"

.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies of a
letterhead .memorandum dated and captl&m&aK) t&gfi SY&WOj
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(1 - 100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KINO, JR.)
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Mr 100-151548
xx 105-8999

Sources used In the letterhead memorandum ere as follows:

m hafi^-^^^^lassified "Secret"
m e * This source
rmaWoniatnrei

This letterhead nemorandum
becauee It contains information from
has furnished highly sensitive information with respect to the
racial situation in the New York area and the Communist
Infiltration thereof, and it is felt that this classification
is neceprary in order not to Jeopardize the valuable position
of the informant in furnishing Information of this nature.

- 2 - tffcS



Hot Cosx&irli tarty, WxLtad &t«tez C
of Ane; lea - Mfcgro **ictiOii
UotKUiiist Influ*r*c« In ttaciftl Mutters
Zi tcrnal Security - C

WaAccin x Uttio |R*rw|^«*

, Znt*:'ijsl Socurity - WUeljlO , llbaQuo, Incorporated

MUSLIM MOSQUE. INCORPORATED

The March 13, 1564, edition of "The New York
Times," a dally newspaper published, in New york, New York,
contained an article on page 20 which indicated that
MALCOLM X (LITTLE), former national official of the Nation
of Islam (KOI) and Minister of NOI Mosque #7, New York, who
broke with the NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in
New York City on March 12, 19&4, that he bad formed the
Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI). The MMI, according to
the article, would be a broadly based politically oriented
black nationalist movement for Negroes only, financed by
voluntary contributions. In this public statement MALCOLM X
urged Negroes to abandon the doctr5.ne of non-violence when
it is necessary to defend themselves in the civil rights
struggle, and he alno luggescod that Negroes form rifle
clubs to protect the ir lives and property in times of
emergencies in areas vrhere tha government is unable or
unwilling to protect them.

• - Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16,
1964, with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York
County, New York, New York, reflect that the iflU was
incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the
State of New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic
Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted
Islamic principals." The principal place of worship to
be located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York.

During en appearance over KYW - Television,
Cleveland, Ohio, on April 7, 1964, MALCOLM X stated that
the MM! does not Btand for Integration, but for complete
freedom, Justice, and equality for Negroes. He stated
that Islam was the religious philosophy of the MMI, while
the political, economic and social philosophy was black
nationalism.

On May 15, 1964, a confidential source advised that
the headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite 128, Hotel
Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York City, where they tfere
established on March 16, 1964.



Communist Party, United States
of America - Negro Question j%f i

Communist Influence In Racial Matters V2^~ J

Internal Security - C

Malcolm X Little *\
Internal Security - Muslim Mosque, Incorporated

had associated with people whom he
believed to be Communists. During the
interview, Poitier said that he had
received the "Daily Worker" for many
months, although he neither personally
subscribed to it nor rejected it* Poitier
advised that he was acquainted with Ben
Davis* U

On May 7$ 19^2, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable Information
JL41 W«S paai/j ttUVXDCU UMU J^ll lAttVlO, *JAJ

May 6, 1962, while addressing the Crown
Heights Forum in Brooklyn, New York,
stated that he was the National Secretary

- ^ of the CPUSA. U
The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast
Communist newspaper which suspended
publication on January 13* 1958. IX

Malcolm X (Little) is the Minister of
Muslim Mosque, Incorporated* u
For a characterization of Muslim Mosque,
Incorporated, see attached. . i
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D

Party; however, they have the reputation
of supporting or aiding causes, through
personal appearances, which are also
supported by the Communist Party* <a

Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
on September 12, 195

5

$ and again on
September 14, 1955* observed Sidney
Poltier entering 263 Seventh Avenue,
New York City, which, at that time,
was the address of the Communist Party,
United States of America (CPUSA) Headquarters
and the New York State Communist Party *A
Headquarters

•

On December 29, 193^, Sidney Poltler
was interviewed by Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. During the
course of the interview, Poltler stated,
"I am not now a member of the Conmunist
Party and whether I have ever been would
be a question of terminology 11

, but he
stated that he had never formally been
a member of the CP; however, later In
the interview, he stated that he had never
been a member of the CP. He remarked
that he had attended affairs at which
current events and politics were discussed,
and he stated that these might have been
construed by sorae individuals as CP
meetings. Poltler also stated that he ^

- 4 - 0
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Malcolm X Little
Internal Security - Muslim Mosque, Incorporated

Viiliara Patterson made ten years ago". According to Jones,
micolra X should "assume the responsibility of making the
foreign arrangements as he's been there". Ann Jones (the
wire or Clarence Jones), stated that clarence told her that
the meeting was thrilling and that Malcolm X impressed everyone
with his weighty thoughts on the civil rights question. -/

It is to be noted that Martin Luther
King was arrested in St. Augustine,
Florida, in connection with his attempt
to Integrate public places in
St. Augustine. W

IV

iuuivajliaov g

ame
of the

before

_

prominence >^ lha
Young Communist League

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450, u

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel for
the Gandhi Society For Human Rights, 15
East 40th Street, New York City,. (J

dentifled
a photographo£ Clarence

-

Jones as a person
whon knew during late llllljjor early*

^

to beT[ member of and in a position of
leadership in the Labor Youth League (LYLJ. ^ vy^

The LYL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450. ^
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On June 13, 1964, the same confidential source
furnished information that Ruby Dee contacted Clarence Jones
on tfc?.t date. She asked if Jones would be available for the
nesting that day (June 13, 1964), and Jones Indicated that he
would be there. Ruby Dee mentioned that Whitney Young (Executive
Director of the Urban League) and Malcolm X would be there and
that A. Fhilip Randolph (President of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters and Vice-President of the American Federation of
Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations) (AFL-CIO) and James
Farmer (National Director of CORE) are sending representatives.
Jons* mentioned that Belafonte (Harry Belafonte) would not be
able to attend because he Is busy recording. Jones Indicated
that Martin Iwther King would not be able to attend because he 1*
atill i-n Jail. ~;

On June 13* 1964, the first confidential source
furnished information which indicated that Clarence Jones
contacted Ossie Davis on that date. Jones said that In
"reflecting on today's conference the nest Important thing
discussed was Malcolm X f s Idea that we internationalize the
question of civil rights and bring it before the United
Nations". Jones stated that he thought Malcolm X had the
test Idea of all those discussed at the conference on "the
question of the civil rights movement In the United States
tciay". According to Qeele Davis* Nalcolj&'s idea Is to bring
the rfegro question before the United Nations to Internationalize
the whole question and bring It before the whole world. Jones
a*-^*-*xA fViaf "ua shmilit nwABAnf +-V>a nl 1 »Kf /-if* fha Maffnri +"/-\ t»>iA

United Nations General Assembly In September of this year".
Ossie Davis said* .This time we won't make the same mistake ^

- 2 -
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Communist Party, United States^^^u
of America - Negro QuestIon
ConiEunlBt Influence In
Internal Security - C

Malcolm X Little ^<aee '

Internal Security - Muel

On June 12, 1964, a confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished Information
that a woman, whom the source could not identify, contacted
Clarence Jones on that date. Jones indicated that Martin Luther
King would not be able to make the meeting since King is still
in J©il, but Jones mentioned that he has been authorized to
'.orau for King. She mentioned that Vllkins (Roy WiUcins,
&»:ecutlve Secretary of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People) (NAACP) and Jim (James Farmer,
National Director of the Congress of Racial Equality) (CORE),
are sending representatives, and she said that Young (Whitney
Young, Executive Director of the Urban League) and Malcolm
(Malcolm X Little) will be there, u

On June 13, 1964, the same confidential source
furnished information that Harry Belafonte contacted Clarence
Jones on that date. Belafonte told Jones that he was not going
to the meeting that day because Ruby Dee "is too dangerous",
but he said that he wanted Jones to go and to advise him of the
proceedings. {/(

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency. ommwny
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transmit the following in

AIRTEL

PiAlN TEXT
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(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399321)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-8999)

SUBJECT: MALCOLM K. LITTLE aka
IS-MMI

ReNYalrtel to Omaha, 6/11/64.

advised as follows:

Subject plans to be In Chicago, 111., on Thursday,
6/23/64, when he will appear on an unknown radio program
from 11*00 to 12:00, unknown IT AM or PM. (J

For Info of Chicago, subject has a 10:30 AM appoint?
ment In NYC on Friday, 6/26/64. y "

r

_ that subject told
wold contact the latter when he got

the 23rd, 24th or 25th.

t.

Subject plans to be in Omaha, Neb., on 6/30/64. Li

For info of Bureau, realrtel alerted Omaha to
possible trip by subject on 6/18/64; however, he did not
o on that date.^jQ u

fc

2 - Omaha (RM)
1 - New York (100-152759) (MM2) (43)
1 - New York a <JUN 23 1964



NY 105-8999 * tonfl^jtral = *
,

For Info Chicago and Omaha, the Bureau has advised
that due to threat 8 against subject* 0 life apparently toy *>I
members, and some apparent attempts by the WDI, local polls*
should be alerted to subject* s presence In their city* u

The threats by the HOI against subject appear to be
the result of subjects efforta to publicise the Ulegi trims** J
.children of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD which he has done In NYC and Boston*

Omaha and Chicago should alert police in their
respective cities to subject's proposed trips* Also, remain

along with any public appearances of subject, should be
furnished to the Bureau and NYO by LHM in form suitable for
diasemination* u

If NYO obtains additional information, It mill be
promptly furnished, u

- 2
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PAGE TWO

ntlal

IT IS NOTED SUBJECT RETURNED MAY TWENTY ONE, LAST FROM

TOUR OF AFRICA WHERE HE CLAIMS TO HAVE OBTAINED SUPPORT

OF UNNAMED AFRICAN COUNTRIES TO TAKE U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS PROBLEM

TO THE UNITED NATIONS. U

LHM FOLLOWS

END

JMS

FBI WASH DC
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF MVOnGAlRM
0. S. KMimOT OF JUSTICE .

COMMUNICATIONS SECW

0
Caspar

Mr. Ca!Ia_

TO DIRECTOR /«/

£mal£olb^x^little

iDVISED THIS DATE

|
THAT SUBJECT ATTENDED ALL DAY MEETING WITH CLARENCE JONES, WHINEY

YOUNG, UNKNOWN REPRESENTATIVES OF A. PHILLIP RANDOLPH AND CORE , fND

MEETING CONSISTED OF A DISCUSSION OF GENERAL FUTURE OF CIVIL

I

RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN US. FOLLOWING THE MEETING JONES INDICATE

tit* Knuernrorn Tur arcT inrA PPfrSFNTFD WAS SIfBJECT-S IDEA TO A

1 INTERNATIONALIZE THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT BY TAKING IT TO M
THE UNITED NATIONS. JONES FELT IT MAY BE POSSIBLE TO J

HES

PRESENT IT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY NEXT SEPTEMBER, AND TO ^

LET SUBJECT HAN^Ef^O^JGN ARRANGEMENTS SINCE

BEEN THERE. UHQUeTEy W - ^ J?EC- 49 W**~ >J

r __. from CDS *^e-wr* ^^^^ ^^^^ ^"""i^tit r M

trrr

com vitfr gi*

WEC.9» JUN291964

KTT1— J»
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: DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK (105-8999)

dPl

SUBJECT: MALCOLM K; LITTLE
IS - MMI
(00: NEW YORK)

V-.'>i

tuMay.
AM on grid

Ly at WJOLcP

presumably
dlcated that
Convention)

ect
6/20/64) and possibly aga _.. __ ,,

.

subject could be an "observer 11 (apparently
and It would get good coverage. \^

- - In view of recent threats against subject apparently
by NOI members, the Bureau has requested that local police be
advised whenever subject Is In their city. These threats see
to be based on subject's attempts to publicize theflegitlmate
children of ELIJAH MUHUMMAD, U

WFO should alert local PD and any incidents should
be furnished Bumu and NYO by LHM. u

Ssj> Bureau (RM) & n
2 - Washington Field (RM) tf*1*

1 - New York ' sfcl*ls *

ABF:mmc fSfirW * .
,
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FBI HEW YORK
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DIRECTOR /6/

FROM NEW YORK /l 05-8959/

Confi
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MALCOLM X LITTLE
/AfT*4/tf*jL $£ci/t/Ty- AiOGJrtK* MasQOG-; IttCCdAH+TEj*

AOVISED THIS DATE

THAT SUBJECT ATTENDED ALL DAY MEETING WITH CLARENCE JONES, HHINEY
»

YOUNG, UNKNOWN REPRESENTATIVES OF A. PHILLIP RANDOLPH AND CORE f 4N0

NEGRO ENTERTAINERS SIDNEY POITIER, RUBY DEE, AND OSSIE DAVIS.

r4 \ t

ADVISED THIS DATE ABOVE

MFETIN5 CONSISTED OF A DISCUSSION OF GENERAL FUTURE OF CIVIL

RI3HTS MOVEMENT IN US, FOLLOWING THE MEETING JONES INDICATED

HE CONSIDERED THE BEST IDEA PRESENTED WAS SUBJECT-S IDEA TO

INTERNATIONALIZE THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT BY TAKING IT TO

THE UNITED NATIONS. JONES FELT IT MAY BE POSSIBLE TO

PRESENT IT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY NEXT SEPTEMBER, AND TO

LET SUBJECT HANDLE FOREIGN ARRANGEMENTS SINCE -QttGtt^HES

BEEN THERE.' UNttfW. U ChummyXfegT
Exempt from CD^, CmtegtnJ

ENO PAfl g fWg- , /• «>«•« DecU

O'fJ ^ f
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IT IS NOTED SUBJECT RETURNED HAY TWENTY ONE, LAST FROM

TOUR OF AFRICA WHERE ME CLAIMS TO HAVE OBTAINED SUPPORT

OF UNNAMED AFRICAN COUNTRIES TO TAKE U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS PROBLEM

TO THE UNITED NATIONS. M

LHM FOLLOWS

END
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FBI NEW YORK

1204/ AH URGENT 6-25-64 JAA

TO DIRECTOR -1- AMD BOSTON

FROM NEW YORK /I 05-8999/ 1 F

MALCOLM KVtJTTLE, AKA. IS-MHI.

ADVISED JUNE TWENTY F~OUR

SIXTY FOUfr, SUBJ FLANS TO BE IN BOSTON AT THREE OR FOUR AM, ON THJJRJ

DAY, JUNE TWENTY FIVE INSTANT.

subj wu rooB»Btr be »t residence or sister, ell* collirs. 'U

Ckutfied by

Exempt from CDS.
Ditto* OecfaiMilics

R JUL 2 1964
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253 Pfl URGENT 6-25-64 JAN

TU^DIRECTOR /8/ AND BOSTON

FROH NEW YORK 105-8999 IP

MALCOLM xfilTTLE, AKA», IS-HBI.

Mr. T**«L
Mr. Trotter.

TtU. Soon.
Hits

4«>
RE NEW YORK TEL SIX, TWENTYFOUR, SIXTYFOUR.

DVISEJ) THIS AH,

THAT SUBJ WAS STILL IN NEW YORK CITY BUT WAS 60ING TO BOSTON

THIS AFTERNOON AND WOULD RETURN TO NEW YORK CITY TONIGHT.

RETEL INDICATED SUBJ EXPECTED TO

SII TWENTYSIX, SIXTYFOUR.

fiOJW V L3 TO 5 .NINE-

END

CORR LAST LINE WD 1 SIX

IS LAST ' WORD 'LINE "ONE

BE IN BOSTON BY FOUR AH,

ELR

FBI WASH DC

afprctria:

0m FIELD
ajivxcfd n
slip ( 3 jc;

DATS Z

KB

'A.

Eieapt from
Dato of Dcclani

DS.

58 JUL 2
' 1964

Confi tlal
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UNITED STATES .RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100.399321)

SAC, WFO (100-32805) (BUC)

. XlTTLE,

0

date: 6/29/04

MALCOLM K
IS - MMI
(00:NY)

aka

ReHTalrtel, 6/24/64, captioned as above

the morning of 6/26/64. MALCOLM departed in the early
afternoon and was not observed aeaininJ^s^^gton,D.C # ,

over the week end according to^^^^^^^K«*,% W*tMH

i
—J

2

4f
Bureau

'

^ /0O '39?3JL I

New York (105-8999) (RM) f

1 - WTO
t6 JUN 30 1964

(5)
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JUL 8 -.964
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100=<S??W *ft
&t 6/24/64

SAC, NEW YORK (100-133470

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE
IS-SWP

Enclosed herewith are 5 copies of * letterhead

memorandum suitable for dissemination concerning the

identification of MALCOLM X. U

Uategorr/

Bureau (Ends. 5) (RM) "
/A A 3 <z

1 - New YorkSUss. rrrt ^T$^^(fffljV^qy** | fOQ Z_
Rearon- " "

~

"

AJGsmrm
(3)

/

64J

Date cTK

. ^^AIL IKF0R2AITCJ C03TAIH1&

NOT HFfiOBDBD
191 JUN271964

•Tan?acekens
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In Ktpiy.

Bureau 100-427226
New York 100-13347?

TATES DEPARTMENT O

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
June 24, 1964

identical

Young Socialist Alliance

The following ia a description of Malcolm K. Uttle,

with Malcolm X described above:

Name:

Race

Date of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Build
Characteristics
Social Security
Number
FBI Number
Residence

Malcolm K. Little

Aliases :KalcoJn X
Kalifc^Habafcz
Malik El3habezz
Malcolm^Shabazx
Negro
Male
May 19, 1925, Omaha, Nebraska

6 feet 3% inches

170 pounds
Reddish brown to dark hair

Brown ~

Light
Slender
Veers tinted glasses

3 « • E. c Personal automobile

376-16-3427
4282299 _ 4

23-11 97th Street, East ElmhU'

Qu eens , New York
1963 Black four door Oldsmebt

sedan, 1964 New York License

8Q-6135
This document contains neither

recommendations nor conclusions

of the FBI. \V i roperty Tl„ nri

of the FUi «.»« i . .cxr.cd lo your WmiBD
agency; it and its contents are J**"*

» S ^CUSSIfl©
act to be distributed outeide F /?g

wo<ri "
}

your agency.
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CHARACTER Of CASE
^

INTERNAL SECURITY - t ^>
MUSLIM MOSQUE, ^ 'o

INCORPORATED ' •

v—
The title Is marked "Changed" to

include the new alias of EL HAJJ MALIK EL
SHABAZZ.
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ADMINISTRATIVE

:

The subject Is a key figure of the Mew
York Office.

Inasmuch as the subject has broken with
the NOI and has formed the MMI, the character of
this case has been changed, as above. The character
was formerly carried as "INTERNAL SECURITY - NOI . i.

being furnished to Chicago since they are office
of origin in the KOI matter and they have an
interest in the subject f s break with the NOI. ^,

No mention is made of the events occurring
at some of the meetings and affairs referred to in
this report inasmuch as no comments or speeches
were reported as being made that can be construed

inflammatory.

The next report to be submitted on the

subject will contain more complete details on
his^ African tour, which details were not available
for inclusion in this report.

Tne Special Agents v;ho attended the
%_ a ^_ t — - -r * * 1^ /l T. 1 oh Con

Pranclariru--Callfornia J are SAS
an

Hie Special Agent who attended the
subject's speech at the University of California
at Berkeley. California, on 10/11/53, was
SA ^ -

-

— \. 4 ~ ~ 4. t _ mm mm. mmW

made at Ricnmon
reviewed by SA

aJ^TornTa, on 10/13/63* was

COVER PAOE
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The radio program over Station WLAV,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, on which the subjec

in 10/23/153, was monitored hy SA

The television program on which the
subject appeared in New York City on 3/9/5*+,
was tsned bv the New York Office and reviewed
by SA

The Special Agents who attended the
subject's press conferenceinNew York £ity on
3/12/54, were SAS W3^S9S^SXBS&9Sk and

COVER PAOE
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LEAD;

NEW YORK

At New York, New York

Will follow and report subject
activities.

COVER PAOE
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1« QQ Subject's name is Included In the Security Index.

2. Q The data appearing on the Security Index card are current.

3. [XI Changes on the Security Index card are necessary and
Form FD-122 has been submitted to the Bureau*

4. (3 A suitable photograph is ie not available.

5* CD Subject is employed in a key facility and la
charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies
are

i

6. [JJ This report is classified ^nf^ntlal^ because
(state reason)

7* Subject previously interviewed (dates) lflQfi*i
Subject was not reinterviewed because ( state reason)

Interview on 2/%/S4 set forth In thla report

8. This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria
and a letter has been directed to the Bureau recommending

cancellation of the Security Index card.

9. This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the
Security Index criteria and it continues to fall within
such criteria because (state reason)

subject ie the founder end leader of the VKL,
and was formerly a national leader and Minister
of the NOI.

10. fx] Subject's SI card is is not tabbed Detcoou

Subject's activities [£1 do
1 1 do not warrant Detcoe

tabbing.

COVER PAGE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE W
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy Ao :

Report of
Date;

Field Office
File No.:

Title:

Character:

CONFJ^NTIAL

C/18/6U

105-8999

MALCOLM K. LITTLE

fT- t if""n<"Tr- (*'S*T~.''

Of&ce : Now York, New iSrTc

Bureau
Pile No. : J.00-399321

INTERNAL SECURITY -

MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED

Synopsis

:

Subject continues to reside at
23-11 97th Street, East Elmhurst, Queens, New
York, and is founder and leader of the Muslim
Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), with headquarters

conH^Jjtial

GR<

Exclude)* from automatic * -, % \t

downgrading and ..
r >*M .

declassification

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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In the Hotel Theresa, New York City. Subject
was a National Representative of the Natlou.
of Islam (NOI) and Minister of NOT Mosque
Number 7, New York City, until vbfemporarily
suspended by NOI leader, BLIJMawJHAMMAD, on
12/V63j for remarks made by the^aybject on
12/1/53, concerning the assassination of for- ;

mer President KENNEDY* The suspension was ^
originally for ninety days, but was made in-
definite in early March, 1964# allegedly be-
cause of a power struggle within the NOI
between the subject and NOI officials. The
subject's NOI activities around the United
States and his public appearances as an NOI
representative are set forth. Interview with
subject at New York City on 2/^/54, set out.
Subject broke with the NOI on 3/B/54, and on
3/12/54, publicly announced the formation of
the MMI, an organization with Islam as its re-
ligious base and a political, economic and
social philosophy of black nationalism* The
subject outlined the ultimate aim of the MMI as
the separation of races and the return of the
Negro to Africa* Hie current aim is to work
with civil rights groups to improve conditions
of Negroes in the United States, although the
subject opposes integration* As MMI spokesman,
subject claims Negro struggle should no longer
be non-violent, and he urges Negroes to practice
self defense If and when attacked* He also sug-
gested on 3/12/54, the formation of rifle clubs
by Negroes for self defense in areas where Negroes
are not protected by the government* Subsequently,
the subject denied he was promoting or organizing
Negro rifle clubs, only suggesting that it was

should do so to protect themselves and their
homes, if necessary* He also urged Negroes to
vote in order to control their own community politi-
cally* Activities and public appearances of subject
as MMI leader around the United States set forth*

X: *
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Subject is advisor to civil rights group known
)

as ACT, and his relationship with some Negro
]

civil rights leaders set out along with com-
|

ments by other Negro civil rights leaders who
s

apparently reject him. Interests of WWP and
)

SWP in subject and his MMI set out. Also set
j

forth is information on subject's arrest in
New York City for speeding, alleged threat
against his life and his association with sports
figures, CASSIUS CLAY and JIMMY BROWN. Efforts
by NOI in New York City to evict him from his

;

residence are also set forth along with informa-
tion on his trip to Africa and return in April
and May, 1964.

1B-
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DETAILS:

*- •- * i

A. Residence

I. BACKGROUND

that the subject and his rsmiiy
side at 23-11 97th Street, East Elmhurst, Queens,

New York.

B. Employment

During 1963, the subject was con-
sidered a national leader of the Nation of Islam
(NOI) and a national representative of ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD, in addition to being the Minister of

NOI Mosque Number 7# New York City. According to

articles in the official NOI publication, Muhammad

Speaks", published twice monthly in Chicago, Illinois,

the subject has been suspended by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
for remarks he made concerning the assassination
of former President JOHN F. KENNEDY. His present

NOI status is unknown since NOI officials have
made no comment to date regarding him, however,
recent newspaper articles have stated that the

subject has formed his own organization.
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Characterizations of the NOI
and NOI Mosque Number 7# New
York City, are included in
the Appendix of this report.

On March 12, 1964, Special Agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) attended
a press conference held by MALCOLM LITTLE in the
Tapestry Suite of the Park Sheraton Hotel, Seventh
Avenue and 55th Street, New York, New York. At
this press conference, the subject announced that
he had formed and incorporated his own group, to
Ha Im^un o a 4-V>o Mi it*"Mm Monnno. Tnnnrnnrfltprt . herein-
after referred to as the MMI.

A characterization of the
MMI Is Included In the
Appendix of this report.

The May 22, 1964 edition of "The
New York Times" - a dailv newspaper published in
New York, New York, contains an article on page
22 relative to the subject's return from a tour
of Africa, and this article described him as the
leader of the MMI.

C. Alias

„jf * ,The May
York "/tthst^lam "News "

,

published in New York,

9, 1964 edition of the New
a weekly Negro newspaper
New York, contained an
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article on page 62, which reflected information
on the tour of Africa which the subject was tak-
ing at that time. This article indicated that
the subject had a new name, "EL HAJJ MALIK EL
&iu\bh.&& , wnaun ne t±y>iJtLreriuxy was gj-ven xii ju.auu.ci

II. AFFILIATION WITH THE
NATION OF ISLAM

A characterization of the
Fruit of Islam (FOI) of the
MOT A a 4 T %\A t±A 4 *n fKa

Appendix of thie report.

A. Attendance and Participation
In NOI Meetings and Affairs

1. At New York, New York

All of the meetings referred to
below were held In NOI Mosque Number 7, 102 West
116th Street, New York, New York, unless other-
wise Indicated.

Subject attended and spoke at five
NOI meetings during the neriod from October lb,
1963* to November 22, 19&3, and he was also ob-
served at two NOI meetings on December 20 and 27,
1963.

In addition, the subject was observed
at the following NOI sponsored affairs:

* %

NOI Unity Meeting held on
• October 28, 1963, at which

he spoke.
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African - ABian Bazaar, held
in the 369th Regiment Armory,
New York, New York, on
November 30, 19&3, at which
the subject spoke.

NOI Rally held at Manhattan
Center, 311 West 3^th Street,
New York City, on December 1,
1963.

gib

Subject attended and spoke at six
NOI meetings and two FOI meetings during the
period from September 20, 1963j to November 25, 1963 »

and he was also observed at two NOI meetings on
December 20 and 27 $ 1963.

In addition, the subject attended
and spoke at two NOI sponsored African - Asian
Bazaars held at the 369th Regiment Armory, Fifth
Avenue and 142nd Street, New York, New York, on
September 21, 1963 and November 3O, 1963

.

gib

The Bubject attended~and spoke at
three NOI meetings during the period from
October 18, I963 to November 22, I963.

In addition, the subject attended
and spoke at the following NOI sponsored affairs:

African - Asian Bazaar
held at the 369th Regiment
Armory, New York City, on
September 21, 1963.
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NOI Unity Meeting held on
October 28, 1963.

NOI Rally held at the
Manhattan Center, 311 West
34th Street, New York City
on December 1, 1963.

Hie subject attended and spoke at
four NOI meetings and two POI meetings during the
prriod from September 8, 1963 to November 25# 1953.

In addition, the subject spoke at
the NOI sponsored Rally held at Manhattan Center,
311 West 3^th Street, New York City, on December 1,

1*

Subject attended an NOI banquet
held at Mosaue Number 7. New York Cltfc* on July 11,

1963, In 'honor of AKBAR and HARRIETSKmCHAMMAD, the
son and daughter-in-law of ELIJAH nU^AMMAD.

The subject also attended and spoke
at the African - Asian Bazaar held at the 369th
Regiment Armory, New York City, on .November 30,
1963.

419

-6-
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2. At Flint, Michigan

The subject attended and spoke at the
NOI Rally held in the J. K. A. Hall, Flint,
Michigan, on October 27, 1963, at which ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD was the featured speaker.

3. At Los Angeles, California

On October 5, 1963, the subject attended
and spoke at an NOI sponsored Benefit Show held at
Bnbassy Auditorium, 847 South Grand Avenue, Los
Angeles, California. In addition to the subject's
speech, the program consisted of musical entertain*

ment anu a one act play j*n*/«* - -

To Be Free? 11

.
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4. At New Haven, Connecticut

On October 31, 1963; the subject attended
and spoke at an NOI meeting held In Bassett Junior
High School, New Haven, Connecticut.

*I2T

^. At Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

On September 29, 19^3, the subject
attended and was one of several speakers at the
NOI Rally held In the Philadelphia Arena,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, at which ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD was the featured speaker.
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Subject attended and spoke at two NOI
meetings held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on
November 5 and 17, 1963.

On September 30, 1963, the subject
attended the trial of fifteen NOI members in the
local court at Rochester, New York* Ttxe&e fifteen
members had been charged with inciting a riot and
assaulting a police officer on January 6, 1963,
when police officers attempted to enter an NOI
meeting in Rochester.

During a recess of the trial, subject
was interviewed in the hall by an unidentified
newsman, and the subject stated that he did not
expect Justice from any court in the United States
and he has told NOI members that "if anyone puts
their hands on you, get Justice right on the spot 11

•On October 13, 1963, the subject
attended and spoke at an NOI banquet held in
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California Hall, Polk and Turk Streets , San
Francisco, California.

4*

B. Statements by Subject
or in His Presence
While Affiliated With
the Nation of Islam

At the NOI Rally held in the Philadelphia
Arena; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on September 29,
1963 , the speaker was ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, and he
stated that the black man made the moon, and the
stars many years before and the black man is the
rightful owner of the universe, and he described
white people as "snakes 11 who were created for the
purpose of murdering black people.

At the NOI Unity Meeting held In New
York City on October 26, 1963* the subject was
the speaker , and subject, while speaking of the
incident in Flint, Michigan, when ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
dismissed an NOI Rally when police' officers
attempted to enter without being, searched, stated
that there would have been a war If Mr. MUHAMMAD
had not been divinely guided.

-10-
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At the NOI Rally held In the Manhattan
Center, New York City, on December 1, 1963* the
subject was the speaker and said that God is
ready to destroy America for what it has done
to the so-called Negroes. He stated that God
does not like a slave maker, an exploiter or a
colonizer. He further stated that God destroyed
the Pharohfor holding the children of Israel in
bondage, so why do you think God will save
Aaierica when her crime is more than all others.

At the NOI meeting held at Mosque
Number 7, New York City, on October 28, 1963, the
subject was the speaker and said, in speaking of
the above mentioned incident at the NOI Rally
in Flint, Michigan, that he probably would not
have reacted in the same way as ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

At the NOI meeting held in Mosque
Number 7, New York City, on September 8, 1963,
the subject stated in his speech that the NOI /
does not teach black people to hate the white man.
The NOI simply tells black people what the white
man has done to them, and when black people learn
this, they want to go out and kill the white man.
However, the NOI has a man In ELIJAH MUHAMMAD who
can tell them how to take care of the white man.
He will laugh in the white man's face and when
the white man turns his back, he will chop his
head off.

9
r

-11-
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At the NOI meeting held In Mosque
Number 7, New York City, on September 15, 1963,
the subject was the speaker and said that there
is a large missile flying around the earth that
will eventually strike the earth, explode, set-
ting America on fire and burning up all the
white men along with all "stool pigeons

At the NOI meeting held in Bassett
Junior High School, New Haven, Connecticut, on
October 31# 1963/ the subject was the speaker,
and he said the white, man is born and bred in
evil.. You should take no chances with him;
all white people are really snakes . He also
stated that God pays the white man back for
hi 8 killing of Negro children In the South,
as Is evidenced by the recent deaths of white
men in mine disasters.

At the NOI meeting held in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, on November 17, 1963, the subject
was the speaker, and he called the white man a
dog and other names , and indicated the white man
will be wiped off the earth. He also said that
fighting over an integrated cup of "coffee is for
fools, and those who practice non-violence should
be banished from the earth.
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At the NOI banquet held in San Francisco
California, on October 13* 1963/ the subject, in
his speech, said that white people are through
beating us and we won't stand for it any longer

•

He stated that we, the Muslims, do not believe
in violence, but if someone attacks you, "send
him to his grave".

At this same>NQI banquet in San
Fiancisco, the subject stated that the white man
is a damn fool if he thinks we are going to let
him hit us over the head, drag us in the streets
and sic their dogs on us and expects us not to
put up a fight* If we cannot win, we will die
trying. He described the white man as a "low-down
green-eyed devil" who is worse than a dog.

Public Appearances
and Activities While
Affiliated with the
Nation of Islam

At New York, New York

New York Times", on page 84, contained an article
which reflected that the subject had been invited
to explain the N01 f » therapy in rehabilitating

•13-
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narcotic addicts and alcoholics, on April 20,
1964, before "The Counselors", the Negro
Probation Officers Society of New York.

This article also reflected that
Psychiatric social workers for Harlem Hospital
had also approached the subject*

The article quoted the subject as
stating that the NOI assists Negro addicts who
are unable to cope with the white man's world
which they do not understand and try to escape
from it by addiction. He explained the NOI
therapy as group therapy, where individuals get
strength from the group, and a transference-
of new motivations to the patient.

At Bridgeport, Connecticut
j

i

On November 21, 1963* the subject
spoke on the alms and purposes of the NOI before
a student audience at the University of Bridgeport,
Bridgeport, Connecticut.

AID

On October 22, 1963, the subject spoke
on the NOI alms and purposes In State Hall, Wayne
State University, Jtetroit, Michigan. Ohis meeting
was sponsored by the Independent Socialist Club
(ISC).

1H
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A characterization of the ISC
and the Young Socialist Club
of Wayne County are included
in the Appendix Of was rcpux't,

At this meeting ,| fctated that
MALCOLM remarked that he favore^rlhe idea of a
black political party, indicating that it was
always good when black people separate dthemselves
from their former slave masters and tried to
achieve harmony with their own kind.

On November 10, 1963, the subject spoke
on the aims and purposes of the NOI at the King
Solomon Baptist Church, 6125 l^th Street, Detroit,
Michigan. This meeting was sponsored by the
Freedom Now Party, an all Negro political party
formed in August, 1963* *° support Negro candi-
dates for national and local political offices,
according to newspaper publicity.

In this speech, MALC0U1 stated, in regard
to the civil rights movement, that there could be
no revolution without bloodshed. He also stated
that any Negro man found with a white woman should
have his head cut off, and any white man who
sneaks around Negro neighborhoods molesting Negro
women should have his head cut off i

\ AID
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On October 23, 1963 , the subject
appeared on a radio program called "Party 5"
i/iuauwooi uvcr ouauaun w±jlHv, urdna napxas,
Michigan. TCie subject answered questions
called in by listeners and during the broad-
cast, denounced the FBI, claiming that the
FBI should spend their time investigating
bombings in the South and not the NOI.

The October 23, 1963 edition of the
"Michigan Daily 11

, the student publication of
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
contained an article which reflected that the
subject spoke at the University of Michigan on
October 22, 1963. The article indicated he
spoke on the program of the NOI and, particu-
larly, the NOI claim that the only permanent
solution to the Negro problem In America was
complete separation of the races. Bie subject
also claimed that there were two revolts going
on in America, the Negro revolt and the black
revolt. The former consists of the followers
of civil rights leaders seeking equality, while
the latter consists of the NOI and their followers
who seek separation. He criticized the Negro
revolt by asking whoever heard of a friendly,
non-violent, peaceful revolution?

At Ann Arbor, Michigan

At San Francisco, California

-16-
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press conference for the subject at 10:00 a.m.
on October 10, 1963, at the Del Webb's Towne
House, San Francisco, California*

On October 10, 1963, Special Agents
of the FBI attended this press conference

.

During this conference, the subject
announced that the purpose was to present the
views of the NOI on racial problems . Subject
claimed that the only answer to the race prob-
lem was for all black people in the United
States to accept the teachings of ELIJAH
K'jHAMMAD that the races should be separated.
He claimed that the ideal situation would be
for all Negroes to return to Africa. He
criticized the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and Dr.
MARTIN LUTHER KING. He was also extremely
critical of the Los Angeles Police Department
and city officials and courts of Los Angeles.
This criticism was based on the arrest and
prosecution of NOI members in Los Angeles stem-
ming from a riot there in April, 1962, between
NOI members and Los Angeles Police

,

At Berkeley, California

On October 11, 1963, a Special Agent /
of the FBI attended a speech made by the subject
to approximately four thousand students and
faculty of the University of California at
Berkeley, California. The subJecVspoke on the
NOI 1 s solution to the racial problem, which is
the separation of the races. He advocated the
separation, at the expense of the United States
Government, as partial payment for the years

-17-
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spent in slavery. Thlp black nation ftto be-pre
ferabiy in Africa. He predicted a bloody
racial war for America and stated that only
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD could stop it. He criticized'
"white liberals" as hypocritical and claimed
that the present "Catholic administration"
under KENNEDY offered a civil rights bill, but
no civil rights. He further predicted that
Islam would prevail because ALLAH is the only
true God, and that ELIJAH MOHAMMAD is a modern
day MOSES sent to lead black people out of
bondage. He decried the four hundred years of
slavery black men experienced in America and
claimed that the NOI would extract an eye for

eye.

This speech, which was received
politely but with no apparent enthusiasm,
was sponsored by SLATE, a recognized off-cam-
puo omucnu puj.xuj.uaa uign gruu^ at wit? auuve
university which presents speakers from a wide
range of views.

At Richmond, California

On October 13* 1963, the subject

in Richmond Auditorium, Richmond, California.
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He claimed that the United States and
white people were in a conspiracy against black
people in general and the Muslims in particular
He claimed that ALLAH would destroy the white
world, including America, and establish the one
world of Islam and that when "they 11 spoke of
the "end of the world", what is meant is the end
of the white race and Christianity here on earth

He claimed that the only solution to
the race problem was separation and that civil
rights activity is an example of government-
controlled Negro revolution* He then stated
that the black revolution is sponsored by the
l .'I and is the one that will succeed since it
is controlled by God. In his conclusion, he
claimed that white America is doomed and must
fall to atone for the crimes against the Negroes
during the past four hundred years .

19
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III. SUSIENSION PROM 3155 NOI

, The December 2, 1963 edition of "Die New York Times",
a daily newspaper published In New York, New York, contained
an article on page 21 captioned "MALCOLM X Scorns US and Kennedy".

nils article reflected that at an NOI rally held on
December 1, 19&3, at Manhattan Center, 8th Avenue and 3'+th Street,
New York City, MALCOLM X In his speech stated that the
assassination of President JOHN F. KENNEDY (on November 22, 1963)
was an Instance of "the chickens coming home to roost", Then,
to laughter and applause, MALCOLM X stated: "jjelng an old
farmboy myself, chicke.n3 coming home to roost never did make
me sad; they've always made me glad".

The December 5, 1963 edition of "The New York Times"
contained an article on page 22 reflecting that MALCOLM X
had been suspended by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD for his "chickens coming
home to roost" remark on December 1, 1963.
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On December 4, 196^^
MUHAMMAD Issued the following"!*!]

"Sunday, December 1, at the Manhattan
Center In New York City, were Minister
M. Shabazz Addressed the public and
mentioned the President's death, he did
not speak for Muslims. He was speaking
for himself and not for the Muslims in
general. He has been suspended from public
speaking for the time being. Hie nation
still mourns the Iocs of our President.
Signed Elijah Muhammad".

ELIJAH
hat date: '

,n fhaf. Aft*a *->>*4-. WT.T.TAW

MUHAMMAD ne.a stated war euDject should have knorai better
than to talk about the Presldfinfc-Bince he had told him to lay
off r,n it was too hot. % |if subject
access his punishment ( Buspenflion^nl^TiliDeokay, but if
he do£3 not keep quiet It will be worse for him.

The December 14, 1963 edition of the New York
"Amsterdam News", on page 53, contained an article captioned
"MALCOLM X Maintains Silence 11

. This article indicated that
subject is remaining silent in his home handling administrative
details of Mosque Number 7 and working on a story of his life
to be published by Doubleday, This article indicated that
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has refused to comment on subject's future
or when his suspension would be lifted. The article also
Indicated that NOI sources In Chicago, Illinois, denied there

j

was a likelihood that subject would be replaced.

_ 01 _

.

«
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IXirlngDecemfcer*!'

d| I New York. Ohis Information con-
cernec^eaction on the East coast to subject's sxispension
and Indicated that subject waB trying to hurt the NOI and
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. ^

, 1963,
Inform

Tten stuff". ^,

On December 31, 1953, ELIJAH MUHAMMAD decided that
subject would no longer have any authority to run Mosque
Number 7 and that Minister JAMES of Newark, New Jersey, would
be in charge in New York City.

ft*
In early January, 1964,

In Phoenix. Arizona, with subject

an< s actions
Indefinite suspension and E

ngtne suspension Su
instructed

^ subject
ect was placed on
that POI Captain

JOSEPH GRAVITT of Mosque Numbeb 7# New York City, should take
over vne aummiBU'auivc yucioi/ituii vi www wosiu^i ? i.-
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The February 22, 1964 edition of the "Newark Star

Ledger", a daily newspaper published in Newark, New Jersey,
contained an article on page 14, which reflected that the NOI
was being split by a power struggle between ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
and maicolm X. According to the article information "leaking
ftllt. r\f fhA ll1fT>a-ea/t1iAf tnvuiW'4ful4ii«fsB 4-V.o viklan^ kaa
challenged the authority of ELIJAH by soliciting support for
himself from other NO! leaders around the country. The article
Indicated that ELIJAH was outraged and considering whether or
not subject should be expelled.

The February 26, 1964 edition of "The New York Times"
contained an article on page 39, datelined "Chicago, Illinois,
February 25, 1964, " which reflected that MALCOLM X, leader
of the NOI in New York City who was then on suspension, would
not attend the annual National NOI Convention in Chicago on
February 26. The article claimed that there was a power
struggle going on in the NOI between MALCOLM X and second
echelon NOI leaders at NOI headquarters in Chicago, The latter
feared that MALCOLM X will inherit the movement on a national
basis from ELIJAH MUHAMMAD if he (MALCOLM) is not curbed.

*

IV, INTERVIEW WITH SUBJECT
ON FEBRUARY 4. 1964

On February 4, 1964
by Special Agents

-

_
Results of this in

ect was interviewed at his

- 23 -
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MALCOLM LITTLE advised be is generally
MALCOLM X and resides at 23-11 97th Street, Queens, New York
City. He stated that until sometime in December, 1963 . he
was the Minister In charge of the Nation of Islam (NOI) Mosque
In New York City. In December, 1963* he was suspended by
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD from his duties. He would not say the reason
for his suspension or Its duration. He stated that any comment
on this would have to come from ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

He stated that his suspension from duties caused him
to reappraise his loyalty to the HOI and ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. He
stated that because of his suspension, he is now more firmly
devoted to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD than ever. He pointed out that
his suspension proves that the rules of the NOI apply to
everyone equally. He stated he Is in no way bitter towards
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD and that anything that might have caused his
suspension was entirely his own fault and he could blame no
one else.

He stated that the NOI cooperates with the United
States Government more than any other Negro organization
in that the NOI stops members from smoking, drinking and
commiting crimes and many other things which result In a
benefit to the united StateB Government but which the Government
1b unable or unwilling to do itself. Because of this, the NOI
is the only group that really benefits the Negroes. He pointed
out that other Negro groups do not have a program which will
benefit the Negro and eventually the Negro will realize this.
He stated that when the Negro realizes that the Government,
white people and so-called Negro leaders are not really helping
the Negro or obtaining for the Negro the things which he wants
or should have, then the Negro will start helping himself to
these things. He did not care to explain this except by stating
that at that time there could be a great deal of trouble.

He stated that the so-called Negro leaders ire/
incompetent to lead the Negroes and stated that BAYAJHSRUSTIN,
who was a leader of the one day school boycott In New York
City on February 3, 1964, Is nothing but a homosexual. He
furnished no other information on either RUSTIN or any other

23-11 97th Street /~

2/4/64 Queens, New York City Fil. # NY 105-8999
On 7 ' Qt

SAS
Dot* dictated 2/5/64

This documtot contain* n.lthsr rscomiosndahons nor conclusion, of ths FBI. It is ths property of ths FBI I* loaned to

your agency; It and Its contents ars not to bs distributed outside your agency.

- 24 -
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person he considered a Negro leader. He reiterated that he Is
cooperating with the Government In view of the principles of the
NOI but to suggest any other meanB of cooperation was an ln3ult
to his Intelligence. He stated the teachings of the NOI aro
public and are well known to the Government. He stated he had
no information concerning membership of the NOI, either as to

was not disposed to furnish it to the Government.

He stated that he would have no objection to being
'

contacted by the Federal Bareau of Investigation regarding
demonstrations or other public affairs contemplated by the
NOI. He stated he realized that in the past the NOI has been
blamed for a number of incidents with which they were, In fact,
not Involved. Ha stated he would be most willing to be contacted
in *-\i der to clear up any such possible misunderstanding * j

25
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BAYARD RUSTIN

The "New York Herald Tribune" issue
of August 14, 1963# Pa8e «ven,
column one j contains an article captioned

,

"Thurmond Assails A leader of March".
The article stated that, in answer to
charges by Senator STROM THURMOND,
BAYARD RUSTIN admitted

f
Joining the^

Young Communist League (YCL) in 1936.
RUSTIN also reportedly stated that he
broke completely with the YCL in
June, 19^1

.

The YCL has been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450

.

The "Daily Worker" issue of February 25,

an article which Btated that BAYARD
RUSTIN, Executive Secretary, War Resisters
League, was one of eight non•Communist
•observers at the Communist Party National
Convention in 1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast
Communist newspaper which suspended
publication on January 13, 1958

»
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V. BREAK PROM TOE NOI J^t^U^t
A. Break By Subject 9

The March 9, 1964 edition of "The New York Tines

"

contained an article on page 1 which reflected that on March
8, 1964, MALCOLM X publieally announced that he had broken
with ELIJAH MUHAMMAD and the NOI due to his continued suspension,
and that he would organize a politically oriented "black
nationalist party".

On March 12, 1964, Special Agents of the FBI attended !

a press conference held by MALCOLM X In the Park Sheraton Hotel,
7th Avenue and 55th Street, New York City. At this press oon- ,

ference MALuOLM X passed out a copy of the public statement \

he issued on March 8, 1964, concerning his break with the NOI. ,

This statement reads as follows:

"There has been talk of a split between me and the
Hono:*able Elijah Muhammad. After 90 days of complete silence,
I would like to make my position in this controversy crystal
clear. Mr. Muhammad is the one who taught me everything I know
and the one who made me Into whatever I am.

j

"I believe Allah has given him the best diagnosis of \

the ills that beset America's 22 million Negroes, and this i

t same God has also given him the only solution that will eliminate
* the basic 'causes behind our people's social, economic, political ,

J moral, mental and spiritual ailments.
J

4

"My chief concern is the plight of 22 million American
Negroes. During this 90 days of silence, I have reached the

staying out of the Nation of Islam, and continuing to work on
j

my own among America's 22 million non-Muslim Negroes. But I
will always remain a Muslim, and will always teach what
Mr. Muhammad has taught me, as I best understand it.

/

"Later this week, I shall caH * press conference and
announce my plan of operation, and as long as I am a True j

Believer, as the Holy Quran says, Allah will bless me with succeed
i

i

- 26 -
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"Since there has been talk that I am trying to split ;

the Muslims, I want it clearly understood that my advice to
all Muslims is that they stay in the Nation- of Islam under
the spiritual guidance of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad. It
is not my desire to encourage any of them to follow me.

Also at this press conference MALCOIM X passed out a
copy of the telegram he sent to ELLJAM MUHAMMAD on March 11,
1964. This telegram reads as follows:

"The National Officials there at the Chicago Headquarters
know that I never left the Nation of iBlam of my own free will.
It was they who conspired with Captain Joseph here in New York
to pressure me out of the Nation. In order to save the National
Officials and Captain Joseph the disgrace of having to explain
their real reason for forcing me out, I announced through the
press that it was my own decision to leave.

"I did not take the blame to protect those National
Officials, but to preserve the faith your followers have in you
and the Nation of Islam.

"Despite what haB been said by the jjpeee, I have never
spoken one word of criticism to them about your family. I
will always be a Muslim, teaching what you have taught me, and
giving you full credit for what I know and what I am. You are
still my leader and teacher, even though those around you wont
let me be one of your active followers or .helpers . The present
course I am taking is the only way I can circumvent their
obstacles and still expedite your program.

"The tears you shed in Arizona gave the public the
impression that you also are of the opinion that I left of
my own free will, so I am giving a copy of this wire to the
press. May Allah bless you with health and success. I am
still your brother and servant. ^

"Malcolm X"
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On March 9, 1964, from 10;00 - 10-.30 p.m\^lALc61ll X
appeared on the news commentary and Interview program "The
World At 10", over TV station VNDT, Channel 13, New York City,
where he was interviewed regarding his split with the NOI.
MALCOLM X explained that he was suspended (on December 4, 1963)
for disobedience to ELIJAH nUHAMMAD as the result of his remark
on the assaBBination of President KENNEDY, since ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
had previously told him not to comment on the assassination.
He stated the suspension was originally for 90 days but he
recently learned that the suspension would be for an Indefinite
time.

The March 14, 1964 edition of the "New York Amsterdam
News", a Negro weekly newspaper published in New York, New York,

vsama ^ a ^« A. m a.A cam AVAlnii4vrA 4 v\^AV*«f4 At.? Vwv 4-Vsa + w4
± f VVlIViaXIlVU Oil CAVlUOiV^ XiiWA hfj VAlQbV ^0^4 W4IHi

MALCOLM X concerning his break with the NOI and the formation
of the MMI.

In this interview, MALCOLM X charged that NOI head-
quarters in Chicago had been waging a power struggle against
him that led to his suspension in December, 1963. The article
quoted MALCOLM X as stating "they forced me to take the stand
I am taking because I had to find a way to circumvent the forces
in the movement that opposed me and at the same time to expedite
Mr. MUHAMMAD'S program as I understand It."

This article reflected that MALCOLM X's announcement
to split with the NOI and form his own group was brought on
by a letter he received on March 5, 1964, from ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
informing him that he was to remain on suspension for an
indefinite time.

B. Reaction of NOI Officials

The March 10, 1964 edition of the "New York Journal
American", a daily newspaper published in New York, New York,
contained an article on page 1 which reflected that NOI leader
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD in Phoenix, Arizona, was on the verge of tears
when he heard of subject's break with the NOI and he declared
"I never dreamed this man would deviate from the NOI. My people
are adapted to peace. They believe in peaceful solutions".

28
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Tha March 28, 1964 edition/bf the "Chicago Defender",
a dally newspaper published In Chicago, Illinois/contained an
article on page 1 captioned "HltptALCOLM X As Judas". This
article Indicated that PHIIBEBSTX, NOI Minister 'in Lansing,
Grand Rapids and Flint, Michigan, and a brother of subject,
denounced subject as a traitor" for breaking with the NOI and <

forming hie own group. PHILHERT X stated he had brought his
j

brother into the NOI ten years ago and he claimed subject's
actions were caused by "resentment" over the suspension given
him by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. He described subject's new organization
as "dangerous ", and he denounced subject as a BRUTUS, JUDAS,
and BENEDICT ARNOLD. He added that subject would do anything
to gain mention and news coverage.

Similar articles to that above appeared in the following
newspapers

:

"New York Journal American", March 27, 1964, page 1.

"New York Post", a daily newspaper published in New
York, New York, of March 27, 1961, page 4.

""New York Herald Tribune", a daily newspaper published !

in New York, New York, March 28, 1964, page 5.
!

The March 29, 1964 edition of the "Chicago Sunday
j

Tribune", a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois, !

contained an article on page 20, which reflected that subject
was not upset by his brother PHILBERT'b attack against him, and
subject claimed that FHILBERT was using someone else's words
and was forced to make the statements he made..

re NOI described suUJect as a traitor
always wanted to be in the limelight

and who left the NOI for personal gain. He further described
to ELIJ

BUDjec^ as a aiuooeuxcnt. ioiiwww wiv. woo tivu eaw.8fled With
being the number 2 man In the N0IV-'* ^\

I

to*
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The April 4, 1964 edition of "Die New Crusader",
a weekly Negro newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois, con-
tained an article by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD entitled "Mr. MUHAMMAD
Speaks "

.

In this article subject's break with the NOI was

by falling to keep quiet after his suspension, and when told
he would have to remain quiet for a longer time subject went
out on hlB own. ELIJAH stated In the article that he places
his trust in ALLAH, while subject Is going to trust himself.
He then stated "I am sorry for the poor fools who refuse to
trust the god of The Honorable ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, and follow
MALCOLM for self-victory 11

.

vx, nrrxLiiniiJii w i:n xnx- nuouiri
MOSQUE, INCORPORATED

A. Formation of the MMI

On March 12, 1964, Special Agents of the FEI attended
a press conference by subject in the Park Sheraton Hotel, New
York City, from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. which was attended by
approximately 60 representatives of the press. At this press
conference subject publicly announced the formation and
incorporation of his new organization named "Muslim Mosque,
Incorporated"

•

At this press conference subject read the following
opening statement concerning himself and the over-all program
of the MMI, which statement was made available in printed form
to those present at the conference:

i

Tf _ . _ _ m fl -A-t- . _ A. _^ ±. V* a m**fv*+w ii i i *t i 1 wVAAV.
.Because ±yo** wreawns w uc a. ca^iudivc jrccu.-

on the racial front, and because I myself Intend to be very
active in every phaze of the American Negro struggle for HUMAN
RIGHTS , I have called this press conference this rooming in
order"to clarify my own position in the struggle. . .especially
in regards to politics and non-violence.

"I wish to speak to you for ten or fifteen minutes
and then open myself for questions.

- 30 -
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"I wd and always will be a Muslim, My religion
Is Islam. I still believe that Mr. Muhammad's analysis of
the problem is the most realistic, and that his solution is
the best one « Shis means that I too believe the best solution
is complete separation, with our people going back home, to
our own African homeland.

"But separation back to Africa is still a long-range
program, and while it is yet to materialize, z2 million of
our people who are still here in America need better food,
clothing, housing, education and Jobs right now. Mr. Muhammad's
program does point us back homeward, bu*o it also contains within
it what we could and should be doing to help solve many ©f
our own problems while we are still here.

"Internal differences within the Nation of Islam forced
me out of It. I did not leave of my own free will. But now
that- it has happened I intend to make the most of it. How that
I he ve more independence-of-action I intend to use a more
flexible approach toward working with others to get a solution
to this problem.

"I do not pretend to be a divine man, but I do believe
in divine guidence, divine power, and In the fulfillment of
divine prophecy. I am not educated, nor am I an expert in any
particular field...but I am sincere, and my sincerity are my
credentials

.

"I'm not out to fight other Negro leaders or organization/
We must find a common approach, a common solution to a common
'"^cblsni . As of this minute, I've forgotten everything bad that
the other leaders have said about me, and I pray they can also
forget the many bad things I've said about them.

"The problem facing our people here in America is
bigger than all other personal or organizational differences.
Therefore, as leaders, we must stop worrying about the threat
that we seem to think we pose to each-other's personal prestige,
and concentrate our united efforts toward solving the unending
hurt that Is being done dally to our people here in America.

- 31
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"I am going to organize and head e. New Mosque In
New York City, known as the Muslim Mosque, Inc. This gives
us a religious base, and the spiritual force necessary to rid
our people of the vices that destroy the moral fiber of our
community. i

«

"Our political philospphy will he Black Nationalism. '•

Our economic and social philosophy will be Black Nationalism. \

Our cultural emphases will be Black Nationalism.

"Many of our people aren't religiously inclined, so
the Muslim Mosque, Inc. will be organized in such a manner to
provide for the active participation of all Negroes in our
political, economic, and social programs, despite their religious
or non-religious beliefs.

j

"The political philosophy of Black Nationalism means;
we iL-.et control the politics and the politicians of our
community, They must no longer take orders from outside forces.
We will organize and sweep out of office all Negro politicians \

who are puppets for the outside forces.
\

"Our accent will be upon youth: we need new ideas,
|

new methods, new approaches. We will call upon young students
of political science throughout the nation to help us. We will
encourage these young students to launch their own Independent
study, and then give us their analysis and their suggestions.
We are completely disenchanted with the old, adult, established
politicians. We want to see some new faces. ..more militant faces

"Concerning the 1964 elections: we will keep our
plans on this a secret until a later date... but we don't
Intend for our people to be the victims of a political sell-out
again in 1964.

"The Muslim Mosque, Inc. wilLreroain wide-open for
ideas and financial aid from all quarters. Whites can help
us, but they can't Join us. There can be no black-white unity
until there is first some black unity. There can be no workers

j

solidarity until there is first some racial solidarity. We
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cannot think of uniting with others, until after we have first
united among ourselves. We cannot think of being acceptable
to otherB until we have first proven acceptable to ourselves.

"Concerning non-violence; It is criminal to teach a
man not to defend himself when he is the constant victim o* brutsf
attacks. It is legal and lawful to own a shotgun or a rifle.
We believe in obeying the law*

ftIn areas where our people are the constant victims
of brutality, and the government seems unable or unwilling to
protect them, we should form rifle-clubs that can be used to
defend our lives and our property in times of emergency, such
as happened last year in Birmingham, PlaQeimine, La, Cambridge
Md, and Danville, Va. When ouv people are being bitten by I

dorr?, thev are within their rights to kill those does.

"We should be peaceful, law abiding.,, but the time
has come for the American Negro to fight back in self-defense
whenever and where_ever he is being unjustly and unlawfully
attacked

.

"If the government thinks I am wrong for saying this,
then let the government start doing its Job."

'te a Certificate of incorporation
was filed for the MFC pursuant to Article IX of the Religious
Corporation Law of the State of New York. She certificate was
filed under number 2330 for 1964. The certificate was executed
on March 9, 1964, notarized on March 10, 1964, and filed on
March 16, 1964, by EDWARD W. JACKO, JR., attorney at law,

*iX( west ul^JjXI owect, new 10m v/xi*y»

Hie certificate reflected that on March 9# 1964, in
conformity with Section 192 of the Religious Corporation Law,

\

a meeting to decide for Incorporation was held at 23*11 97th
Street, Queens, New York. Present at^thls meeting were 1

MALCOLM X LITTLE, wh^presided, EARL^GRANT and JAMES M. K. WARES:"-

r
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At this meeting It was decided to Incorporate and the name
chosen was "Muslim Mosque, Incorporated." It was al30 decided
at this meeting that there would be no less than three nor
more than 21 trustees, and the meeting then proceeded to
LITTLE, GRANT and WARDEN as Its trustees to serve until the
first Sunday of March, 1965* On that date a second election
of trustees would be held, and thereafter a new election of
trustees would be held on the first Sunday of each calendar
year. The certificate further indicated that the principal
places of worship were to be in the borough of Manhattan, New
York County, New York.

that
'brraer POI Lieutenant

of NOI Mosque Number 7, New York City. In
March, 1964, he went over to MALCOLM X f s new
organization, the MMI, and he is MALCOLM X's
Chief Assistant.

- The above incorporation record of the MMI set forth
Ifo Tnimvtaaa ttm fnl 1 nua

"(a) To provide a suitable place of worship for its
members and others In accordance with the Islamic Faith.

"(b) To maintain a house of study for the advancement
of the Islamic Faith and Religion.

"(c) To stimulate interest among the members In the
formation- maintenance and the teachimc of "liie Islamic Faith.

"(d) To publish text books, pamphlets, brochures, and
to solicit, collect and in other manners raise funds for the
hereinabove and hereinafter enumerated purposes.

"(e) To work for the imparting of the Islamic Faith
and Islamic Religion in accordance with the accepted Islamic
Religious principals.
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" (f ) To purchase, lease, acquire, sell and mortgage
Improved or unimproved real property and any Interest therein*

11

(g) She foregoing clauses^fchall^e, ppnqidered both
as objects and purposes, and it is hereby expressly provided
that the foregoing enumerated specific objects and purposes
shall not be held to limit or restrict in any manner the powers
of this corporation, but that this corporation shall be entitled
to enjoy all the powers that a religious corporation may have
under and by virtue of the Laws of the State of New York. M

B. MMI Activity and Alms and Viewpoints as Expressed by Subject

1. At New York. New York

MMI was
holding the following regular scheduled meetings at MMI Head-
quarters, Suite 128, Hotel Theresa, 2090 7th Avenue, New
York City:

-"Each Monday evening at 8:00 p.m. a meeting
for male members only Is- held.

Each Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m. an Islamic
Religious meeting open to the public Is held.

Each Thursday evening at 8:00 p.m. a meeting for
female members only is held.

the featured speaker held five open public rallies In the
Harlem Section of New York City on five consecutive Sunday
nights as Indicated below:

March 15$ 1964, at the Dawn Casino?
2387 7th Avenue, estimated attendance
400.
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March 22, 1964, at Rockland Pa
8th Avenue and 155th Street, estimated
attendance of 1,000.

March 29, 1964, April 5, 1964 and April
12, 1964, all held at the Audubon Ballroom,
Broadway and 166th Street, with an estimated
attendance of 600, 500 and 550, respectively.

Subject's presence and role as featured speaker at
the above meetings was also verified by the below sources
as indicated:

March 15, 1964 meeting.

March 22, 1964 meeting.

March 29, 1964 meeting.

April 5, 1964 meeting.

April 12, 1964 meeting.

2. At Boston, Massachusetts
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3. At Philadelphia

k. Statements toy Subject on General Alms of MMI

The March 22, 1964 edition of nThe New York Times ",
contained an article on page 17 of the magazine section con-
cerning MALCOLM X. This article indicated that according to
MALCOLM X his aim Is to work with civil rights groups If they
are willing to raise the caliber of their own black coramunltiejs,

and not force Negroes Into white neighborhoods where they are
not wanted. At present the black people are segregated said
MALCOLM X and what we want Is separation, Independence.

The March 23, 1964 edition of "Newsweek" magazine
contained anarticle on page 32 concerning MALCOLM X and the MM I

In which he Indicated that he would now work for better food,
clothing, housing, education, and jobs for Negroes "right now

- 37 -
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Rally hexuinTR^KuaAiDonEa^^ Street,
Mew York City, MALCOLM X stated In his speecbjtrtaeto the- -ultimate
goal of the MMI Is to return all Negroes to Africa.

The March 29, 1964 edition of the "Chicago Sunday
Tribune", a dally newspaper published In Chicago, Illinois,
contained an article on page 20 reflecting an interview with
MALCOLM X in which he stated that the alms of his group are
political, economic, and social, rather than religious. As
such, he will work to bring equality for Negroes.

The April 2, 1964 edition of "Jet" magazine, a weekly
Negro magazine published in Chicago, Illinois, contained an

j

article concerning MALCOLM X on page 54 in which he stated that \ A
the main Negro problems are moral and mental.. He stated that

j

the vices our people are addicted to have destroyed the moral
fiber; of the Negro community. Therefore it is necessary to staj?t

working at the basis of that which is destroying the Negroes 1

morals and incentive and they are the vices which run rampant
In the Negro community. He further explained that the religion,
of Islam gets to the root of these problems.

statemen
eflected that in giving a policy

is on integration, MALCOLM X stated
that his group does not stand for integration, but for complete
freedom, Justice, and equality, or recognition and respect as

;

human beings. He stated their objective is complete respect
and the only difference among Negroes in this country is not
In the objective, but in the method by which this objective
should be'reached. He stated that he was not preaching
Integration, but that the MMI which has Islam as its religious
philosophy has at the same time the political, economic and i

social philosophy of black nationalism. Th^ means that the
(

- 38 -
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Negro should control the polities of his own community, the
economy of his own community, by owning and operating businesses
and that the evils and vices that destroy the moral fiber of
the Negro society must be eliminated.

LA

the MMI
Rally held in TBS AUCtubori Uallroom, New York City, on April
12, 1964, MALCOLM X In his speech spoke on the plight of the
Negro In America and urged that the complete separation of the
races was the only solution to the problem.

5. Statements by Subject on Political Alms of MMI

At the press conference held by MALCOLM X on March
12, 1964, in the Park Sheraton Hotel, New York City, he stated
that he had absolutely no plans to run for political office
and ^hat he did not care to reveal what specific political
plai.3 tho MMI had for the forthcoming election.

Hie March 23, 1964 edition of "Newsweek" magazine
|

contained an article on page 32 in which MALCOLM X stated ;

that his new Mosque will have a "political apparatus" as well i

as a nonsectarlan wing dedicated to sweeping out Negro politicians
who are puppets for white forces.

at the MMI
Rally helSTTh Rockland Palace, KignT AVUnlle ahd~155th Street,
New York City, on March 22, 1964, MALCOLM X stated that In
1964, he would make a voter registration drive for 10 million
to vote as an Independent black nationalist body. i

Jat the MMI
!

Rally helfl'&l Audubon Jdallroom, «ew loric un^, on March 29, j

1964, MALCOLM X In his speech which was entitled "Ballots I

or Bullets" urged all Negroes to register to vote, and suggested
that those Negroes who do not register should be run out '

of town."

- 39 -
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6. Statements by Subject on Violence

While being interviewed on the television program
"The World At Ten, " over WNDT, TV, Channel 13, New York City,
on March 9, 1964, MALCOLM X stated that he was Interested in
the freedom, justice and equality of 22 million black people
in this country. He stated It is time for the Negro to get
angry and go after whatever Is his by whatever method necessary.

At the press conference held by MALCOLM X on March \

12, 1964, in the Park Sheraton Hotel. New York City, he stated 1

not to defend himself when he Is the constant victim of brutal
attacks. It Is legal and lawful to own a shotgun or a rifle.
We believe In obeying the law/1 He further stated that when
"our people are being bitten by dogs they are within their
rights to kill those dogs 11

* He stated, l!we should be peaceful,
law-abiding, • .but the time has come for the American Negro to
fight back in self-defense whenever and wherever he is being
unjustly, and unlawfully attacked."

The March 20, 1964 edition of "Life" magazine contained
an article on MALCOLM X on page 40, In which he stated that
any Negro who Is attacked should fight back and if necessary
he shouEbe prepared to die like a man. The article also
Indicated that he stated, "If you think I^l be nonviolent,

j

you will be sticking me for the rest of my life. But if I
j

tell you 1*11 fight back there will be less blood. I'm for !

reciprocal bleeding." He also stated that any dog"sic-ed" onto

there will be dead police dogs before the year is over." '

!

The March 23, 1964 edition of the "World Telegram
and Sun, " a daily newspaper published in New York, New York,
contained an article on page 2 concerning the MMI Rally held
at Rockland Palace, New York City, on March 22, 1964. This '

article reflected that in his speech MALCOLM X rejected the
j

phlloeophy of non-violence by stating, "No more turning the
x

other cheek. •• there will be non-violence only with those who \

are ncn-violent with us..,19o4 threatens to be an explosive
'

year."
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The March 23, 1964 edition of the "New York Journal

American, 11 contained an article on page 3 concerning the above
MMI Rally of March 22, 1964, and It quotes MALCOLM X as stating
"If It Is necessary to form a Black Nationalist Party-or a
Black Nationalist Army-we'll form It." He also advised the
audience, "No more turning the other cheek. No more Jive like
that. There'll be non-violence only with those who are not
violent with us."

The March 26, 1964 edition of "The Evening Star,"
a dally newspaper published In Washington, D. C, contained
an article on page 5 which reflected an Interview with
MALCOLM X following his visit on March 26, 1964, to the Senate
Gallery where he listened to the civil rights debate. In this
Interview, MALCOLM X stated that he would rather not say what
methods he advocates in bringing about equal rights for Negroes,
but *hat neither legislation nor nonviolent passive resistance
are -unong them.

_ m ..
_

in a press
conference EST3 by MALCOLM x in uncago7"TOTTOT8, on March 28,
1964, he stated that self-defense is not violent, and that he
believed in .. non- violence . This means that as long as violence
is not used against NegroeB then Negroes should not use violence,
but If whites use violence against Negroes, then Negroes are

j

entitled to use violence in return. ;

On April 1, 1964, MALCOLM X was the guest on the "Tex
'

Mc Crary Shew1
' over radio station WOR in New York City from

11:15 p.m. to 12 midnight.
j

During the interview MALCOLM X stated that he was
non-violent, and does not urge Negroes to 5-nitiate aggression,
only to practice self defense if attacked or brutalized.

_ * ,.4 1 O 1 n£}l *A4 4-4 r^-T "To*" r»4 vk/* AAnf.4n&

an article on page 54 concerning MALCOLM X In which he stated
that white people in this country should be made to realize
that if something is not done to bring an immediate halt to
the aggression and brutality that is being inflicted upon

!
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Negrcfes, then the Negro should be considered Justified In doing
whatever Is necessary to protect himself. He should not
Initiate aggressive action, but he Is within his rights to
defend himself.

_____ !OLM X
spoke at a meeting sponsored by the congress or racial Equality
(CORE) held on April 3, 1964, at Cleveland, Ohio. MALCOLM X
stated that the Supreme Court has ruled that segregation is
illegal, and if anyone interferes with your attempt to obtain
your rights, then that person is a criminal. If that person
is a policeman he no longer represents the law. If the police
set dogs on you when you are demonstrating for your rights you
should kill that dog.

On April 7, 1964, MALCOLM X was interviewed by HARVE
MORGA " on the radio program "Contact" over radio station KYW,
Cleveland, Ohio. During this program MALCOLM X stated that he
did not approve of looting, breaking and destruction of public
property, .but, he did understand why "our" people are so deeply
involved in it, and they are not the ones to be blamed. The
power structure that has allowed this criminal situation to
exist are the responsible ones.

The March 13, 1964 edition of the "Dally News", a
dally newspaper published In New York, New York, contained
an article concerning the MMI Rally held at the Audubon
Ballroom, New York City, on ft&tehl2, 1964. This article
quoted MALCOLM X as stating in his speech at this meeting
"We need lots of Mau-Maus here. The Mau-Maus wore the greatest
freedom fighters In Africa." The article went on to describe
the Mau-Maus as a secret terrorist society which used murder
and torture In its attempt to drive the whites from Kenya, Africa.

7. Statements by Subject on Rifle Clubs

At the press conference held by~ MALCOLM X on March
12, 1964, In the park Sheraton Hotel, New York City, he made
the following remarks in his opening statement referring to
the formation by Negroes of rifle clubs; *

\

42
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"In areas where our people are the constant
victims of brutality, and the government seems
unable or unwilling to protect them, we should
IVilU V4UWP WWW VB11 l^W MVV>W VW WWA V4<v vw«
lives and our property in timeB of emergency, such
as happened last year in Birmingham, Plaqeimine,
Louisiana, Cambridge, Maryland, and Danville,
Virginia. When our people are being bitten by
dogs they are within their rights to kill those

( \
dogs."

vv

The April 10, 1964 edition of the "New York Post, "

contained an article on page 49 relative to MALCOLM X and his
MMI. This article in part reflects an interview with MALCOLM X
in which he advised that he personally had a rifle and has
taught his wife how to use it. He has instructed her to shoot
anyone - black, white, or yellow - who tries to force his way
into our house. '

The March 20, 1964 edition of "Life" magazine contained
|

an article on page 40 concerning MALCOLM X, in which he was
Quoted as stating, "Every Negro ought to have a weapon in his

]

house, a rifle or a shotgun." j

The March 22, 1964 edition of the "New York Times, " \

contained an article on page 17 of the magazine section concerning
uatpatm V 4« uhloh Ka nfof>H fhaf MorT>rvu a HnnlH ri«tfcmri t*JlATrw

selves, even if it means taking rifles and shotguns and driving
from their door the people who are brutalizing Negroes. He
was quoted as saying, "Every American citizen is guaranteed under
the Constitution the right to bear arms in self defense. Since
he has the legal right to own a shotgun or rifle I would
advise the Negro to have one."

The March 28, 1964 edition of the "New York Amsterdam
News, " contained an article on page 35* concerning a speech
by MALCOLM X on March 15, 1964, at a meeting of the Harlem
Community Council on Housing, held at 32 West 118th Street, j

New York City. This article stated that in his speech MALCOLM X
exclaimed that he wanted to clarify an earlier statement to

;

the effect that black men should buy rifles and shotguns for
their own defense. He was then quoted as saying, "In cases i

where the government has proved Itself unwilling or unable
,

- 43 -
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to defend them, Negroes have a right to defend themselves,
I am indicting the government for not defending us. If the
government can't do it then let us do It ourselves."

The March 29, 1964 edition of the "Chicago Sunday
Tribune, " on page 20 contained an article concerning an
interview with MALCOLM X. MALCOLM X, according to the article,
asserted that he was misquoted in the press, when he urged
Negroes to buy rifles at the time he announced the formation
of the MMX. MALCOLM X stated, "What I said was that they should
have the rifles to defend themselves In those parts of the
country where the government either can't or won't defend them."

— _ .
^^^[that during a

speech by nAi^uJUn^^^TOR^Blly held on April 3* 1964, in
Cleveland, Ohio, he stated that if Uncle Sam can spend billions
for defense he should not mind you spending $12 or $15 for
your defense . I BMALCOLM X Btated, "I am
not raying tha^yoi^houlagoou^anfi shoot white people, for that
is against the law. But the law says you can defend yourself."

i

In the interview of MALCOLM X on the radio program,
"Contact"" over radio station KJTW, in Cleveland, Ohio, on April
7, 1964, MALCOLM X stated in regard to rifle clubs that what
he originally said was that in those areas of the country where
the government, federal, state or city, is unable or unwilling
to protect Negroes, then Negroes should protect themselves..
He further stated that he did not mean that Negroes should take
a rifle or a shotgun and go out and try to shoot somebody and
attack someone, but that a Negro is out of his mind if he does
not put himself in a position to defend himself in case he is
attacked

.

The April 10, 1964 edition of the "New York Post, " on
page 49 contained an article concerning MALCOLM X and the MMI
in which MALCOLM X discussed rifle clubs. The article indicated
that MALCOLM X stated that he was not promoting or organizing
rifle clubs. ^

- 44 -
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C. Public Appearancea of Subject as Leader of rtfre ffD&jt t iW-

1. At New York. New York -
w 7 9

t
1

*

On March 9, 196k, subject was a guest on the program
"World At *.Ten" over WNDT - TV, Channel 13, New York City. He
predicted that the current civil rights struggle would explode"
in 1964, and expressed the opinion that young Negroes are willing
to do anything for Integration. He also stated If Negroes are not
protected they must defend themselves, although he pointed out
he was not teaching retaliation, just self-protection.

One March 16, 1964 edition of "The New York Times" con-
tained an article on page 1 which reflected that on March 15, 1964,
subject had spoken at a rent strike rally held by the Harlem
Community Council on housing at 32 West ll6th Street, New York City
(For pertinent comments at this meeting by subject see pages 4£,44J

On April 1, 1964, subject was the guest on the "Tex
Mc Crz *y

M
8how, over radio station WOR, New York City, from

11:15 p.m. to midnight. (Pertinent comments, see page4L)
4

On April 2, 1964, subject was the guest speaker at a
meeting of-40 ministers of the Brooklyn Methodist Ministers
Association at the John Wesley Methodist Church, 260 Quincy
Street, Brooklyn, New York, according to an article on page 22
of the April 3, 1964 edition of "The New York Times". Subject
in his remarks indicated that he would follow the methods of
Evangelist BILLY GRAHAM by preaching the gospel of Black Nationalism
and by urging Negroes to Join existing Civil Rights groups.

On April 8, 1964, subject was the featured speaker at
a meeting sponsored by the Militant Labor Forum (MLF) held at
palm Gardens, 310 West 52nd Street, New York City. He spoke on :

Human Rights.
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1*

advised that
the regular forums held toy the New York
Local Socialist Workers Party (SWP) on Friday
evenings are called Militant Labor Forums

.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

_ _ subject stated at the above meeting
that the DiacK nan wanes Bis" rights and he Is not going tOi stop
until he getB them. Subject explained that he did not advocate
Initiating violence but he did advocate self-defense. He further
stated that Negroes should not be working for Civil Rights, but
they should be working for Human Rights by taking their plea
to the United Nations.

2.
m
At Boston, Massachusetts

On March 24, 1964, subject was the guest on the "Bob
Kennedy Show" over radio station WBZ, Boston, Massachusetts, from
6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. (Pertinent remarks, see page 50.)

3. At Chicago, Illinois

held a press conference in cnicago,
(Pertinent remarks, see page 41.)

hat subject had
, on March 26, 1964.

Cn March 28, 1964, subject appeared on "KUPS" TV show,
Channel 7, Chicago, Illinois, as a panelist. The show was
moderated by IRV KUPCINET, and in addition to subject the
panelists were:

VANCE PACKARD, a Journalist

RICHARD KIM, a Novelist

WILLIAM ROBERT MING, JR., an attorney and prominent
Chicago civic leader.

United States Senator PAUL DOUGLAS of Illinois
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Subject spoke for his MMI and their Black Nationalist
philosophy and he defended the "Muslins".

ft A J- *1 — ^ ^ _h . At uievexana, unio

On April 3/ 1964, subject and Negro author LOUIS LOMAX
were guest speakers at a public rally sponsored by the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE) which ras held in the Church of the
Covenant at Cleveland, Ohio. (Pertinent comments, see pages
42, and 44.)

On April 7, 1964, subject was interviewed by HARVE
MORGAN on the radio program "Contact" over station KYW, Cleveland,
Ohio. (Pertinent remarks, see pages 42 and 44.)

5. At Detroit. Michigan

i

[advised on April 14, 1964,
lie principal epeajcer at the Legal Fund Rally

of the Group on Advanced Leadership (GOAL), a non-profit
educational corporation formed to hasten Negro achievements
and rights. The rally was held on April 12, 1964, at the King
Solomon Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, and was attended
by approximately 2,000 persons.

In his speech subject urged Negroes to become economically
and politically independent and to take their grievances to the
United Nations.

Die presence of sub
was also verified by
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Hie April 18 , 1964 6dltlOH Ol jjie new wusauw
contained an article on page 5, datellned "Detroit, Michigan, "

which reflected that the above GOAL meeting was held only
after GOAL was awarded an Injunction by the Circuit Court
restraining Reverend T. >tjBOONE from cancelling the contract
for the meeting. The Article explained that Reverend BOONE
was the pastor of the King Solomon Baptist Church and that he
had attempted to cancel the contract renting the church to 00AI
when he learned that subject was to be the speaker.

6. At Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

On March 20, 1964, at 11:00 p.m. subject was the gues
on the Joe Ralney Show "Listening Post", over radio station
VDAS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in which subject talked
about the organization and policies of the MMI. When asked
durirs the program if the MMI was a nation-wide organization,
subjvot did not answer directly, but indicated he had received
mall from student groups from coast to coast expressing a deslrie
to become active with the MMI.

On April 10, 1964, subject appeared on the "Ed Harvey
radio program from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. In Philadelphia,
rennsyavania. ne tuixea euou^ vnc igimatiun ux uic nrix emu iixd

break with the NOI. He also stated that he did not hate the
white main, only those things which the white man has done to hij*

people. He also urged Negroes to use self-defense to protect
themselves*

bib

The March 27, 1964 edition of the "Washington Dally
News", a daily newspaper published in Washington, D. C. contained
an article on page 3 which reflected that on March 26, 1964,
subject watched the debate in the united States Senate of the
Civil Rights Bill from the visitor *s gallery. He denounced the
debate as a 'con game " . Afterwards >e attended an impromptu

46
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press conference in the conference room of the Capitol Building
held by Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING who had also been ln-the
visitors gallery, but in a different section. After KING'S
press conference subject shook hands with him and briefly

IVVtA MfVA

VII. RELATIONSHIP WITH CIVIL
RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS AND LEADERS

A. General

At his press conference on March 12, 1964, at the
Park Sheraton Hotel, New York City, MALCOLM X exclaimed that
he did not believe that co-existence between the white and Negro
race would ever come about. He also classified as "counterfeit"
the 1964 Civil Rights Bill under consideration at that time by
the TTnited States Congress, since It failed to offer anything
to t :e Negro in the North.

The March 27, 1964 edition of "The New York Times"
contained an article on page 10 which reflected that subject
indicated he favored passage of the Civil Rights Bill by the
United States Senate without amendment, but forecast that
enforcing it would lead to violence. Nor would it solve the
Negro problem "because you can't legislate good will - that
comes only by education".

The March 29, 1964 edition of the "Chicago Sun American
contained an article on page 22 that subject would support
other Negro leaders in their quest of Civil Rights although
he favors desegregation. He wants separation not integration.
He will support Civil Rights leaders and when they find that
Civil Rights is not the answer he will push for separation.

B. Possible Support

At the press conference held brv MALCOLM X on March
12, 1964, In the Park Sheraton Hotel, Mew York City, he
announced that on March 14, 1964, at Ofester, Pennsylvania,
he would meet with civil rights leadeMf STANLEY BRANCHE of
Chester, Pennsylvania, Reverend MILTQNrGALAMISON of Brooklyn,
New York, and Mrs. GLORIA RICHARDSON Or Cambridge, Maryland.



Among those who would attend are Negro entertainer DICK GREGORY.
and Reverend MILTON OALAMISON of New York City, and
CHARDSON of Cambridge., Maryland .

On March 24, 1964, MALCOLM X was the guest on the
"Bob Kennedy Show" over radio station WBZ In Boston, Mass-
achusetts from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

During the Interview MALCOLM X advised that on
February 14, 1964, /he attended a civil rights conference In
Chester, Pennsylvania. Also at this conference were Negro
entertainer DIDlrGREGORY and civil rights leaders Reverend
MILTON GALAMISON of New York City, GLORIA RICHARDSON of
Cambridge, Maryland, STANLEY BRANCHE of Chester, Pennsylvania,
and (LAWRENCE WfANDRY of Chicago, Illinois. According to
MALCOLM X, wUb group formed an organization known as "ACT."
Although- the Initials mean nothing, the group Is designed to
act anytime, anywhere to bring about results In the civil
rights effort. MALCOLM X claimed that this group Is not
committed to passive resistance. The chairman of this group
Is Mr. LANDRY who headed the school boycott in Chicago.

described subject as one of
the principal advisers of ACT.

The New York "Daily News," of March 16, 1964, contained
an article on page 3 which reflected that MALCOIW X had
offered his support to the New York City school boycott.
Reverend MILTON GALAMISON leader of the boycott when asked if
he would accept MALCOLM X's support replied, "We operate on
a philosophy of non-violence. If he wants to support us under
these rules he can."

- 50 - .
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_ York City
s was held that date by the Citywide Committee

for Integrated Schools, which is headed by Reverend MILTON \

GALAMXSON, PaBtor of the Slloara Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn,
\New York. Among the speakers at the boycott demonstration wares

Reverend GALAKTSON; United States Congressman from Harlem
{

ADAM CLAYTON POWELL; Negro comedian DICK GREGORY; Civil Rights
Leader Mrs. GLORIA RICHARDSON, of Cambrige, Maryland; and
MALCOLM X.

The March 28, 1964 edition of the "New York Amsterdam
News, " page 35 contained an article which reflected that
MALCOLM X had been invited to speak at a rent strike rally held
by the Harlem Community Council on Housing, at 32 West llBth
Street, New York City. Date of meeting not shown. The article
lnd.^ rated that MALCOLM X had been Invited to speak by JESSE
GRAY leader of that group.

41* zer
ror we Hariem region of the Communist
Party, USA; but this position terminated
during November, 1958.

%**

to the Communis
1 w fag

HHBMV^HPthat the MMI
open ralTyTieTffEn^Hl^rouDon Ballroom, fJew York City, on
March 29, 1964, one DC^kFREEMAN, Director, of the African-
American Institute orCleveland, Ohio, was introduced and in
a brief speech indicating that he and others were prepared to
"get behind MALCOLM X in the Negroes 1 struggle for freedom."

- 51 -
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New York City on
, 1954, and April 12, 1964, JESSE GRAY of the Harlem

Community Council on Housing was one of those present and
introduced to the audience by MALCOLM X.

ctaj^HI^HHHHHIiHHHHP^ ^ ^
Rally held OTWH: City on April 12, i964,

-
CL0RIA J^CHAKDGON,

Negro Civil Rights Leader of Cambridge, Maryland, was present
and was introduced to the audience by MALCOLM X.

_ at the MMI
Rally held in New York City on April 5, 1904, Mrs. WILLIE MAE
MALLORY was present and introduced to the audience by MALCOLM X.

IT*
of March, 1 fiCQ

organiz Harlem CP as

The February 29, 1964 edition of the "New
York Herald Tribune", a daily newspaper
published in New York, New York, contained

article on page 9* datelined Monroe,
orth Carolina.

hiB article reflected that Mrs. WILLIE MAE
ATT/JRV Of Vrvnlr CAfra. up n H(sn+-.onnofl +-n

16 to 20 years in Superior Court, Morc^oe,
North Carolina, following the conviction of
her and three others for the kidnapping of a
white couple after an interracial disturbance
in 1961. State's evidence indicated she was
the ringleader of the incident.
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VS9
C. Other Reactions

The March 11, 1962 edition of the "New York Journal
American," on page 2 contained an article which reflected that
JAME3*FARMER, National Director of CORE, end liWITNE>«OUNa,
Heaa of the National Urban League, downgraded the/lnfluence
~ln the Negro community of MALCOLM X and other black supremists.
They stated the goals of MALCOLM X did not mesh with the overall
civil rights effort since the latter are pledged to integration
and not separation, and their modus-operandi Is non-violence.

The March 15, 1964 edition of the "New York Herald
Tribune, " a dally newsoaper published in New York, New York, r
contained an article which reflected that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER

jf'KZK? of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference denounced s

S the suggestion of MALCOLM X that Negroes form rifle clubs to
defend themselves as "a grave error," and an "inefficient and
immoral approach."

The March 21, 1964 edition of "The Itew Crusader, page
5, quotes N_ew_Yqrk Congressman ADAM CLAYTOff^TOWELL as saying
that MALCOLM1 s plan to arm Negroes is "totally and completely
wrong." He predicted failure for MALCOLM since he Is dedicated
to separation, while the entire civil rights movement is for
desegregation.

/ The April 26, 1964 edition of the "New York Herald
/Tribune, " contained an article on page 10, relative to the
/racial situation by former professional baseball player JACKIE

jtfROBINSON. In a prelude to the article, ROBINSON waB described
^ttas a "loud and Influential voice in the Negro battle for equal

rights" who is bitterly opposed to the forces fighting civil
rights legislation in Congress, and equally opposed to Irrespon-
sible Negro leadership and tactics.

In the article, Mr. ROBINSON wrote that he could
not understand why the national "white" presB in reporting
on civil rights and racial matters persisted in^"glorifying
cn their front pages the very pergonawiey condemn in their
editorials." V \ ' gmm
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Mr. ROBINSON cited MALCOLM X as an outstanding example
of this reporting and he then made the following comments on
MALCOLM X:

"Mr. X.j as he Is projected by what we regrettably
call the 'white press, ' doesn't even exist. As Dick Gregory 1

has said, Malcolm was 'Invented' by the people who edit big
newspapers, control big television and radio and publish big
newspapers and magazines.

"Malcolm has big audiences, but no constructive
program. He has big words, but no records on deeds In civil
A'X&JJ I'D • nc IO VCX'A'XUXJT JUllWUlb WI1 DVapilVACO V*i 0 UV1MU O
of Negro ghettos. Yet, he has not faced Southern police dogs
In Birmingham as Martin Lather JClng has done, nor gone to jail
for freedom as Ros/wilkins and James Farmer have done, nor led
a Mr.rch on Washington as A. FhiliJ^ftandolph did, nor brought
abouj creative dialogue between business and civil rights
leaders as Whitney Young does daily. <_^.

-"In fact, here Is a man who has been exposed and
UXQVHiKU WJT MIC VCA JT VigWUMUlMi KUWl JiC JJBU SW ElV^WIIVi^
espoused - the Black Muslims. In spite of all this, Mr. X
receives more publicity In national media than Is given to all
the responsible Negro leaders we have mentioned above. White
colleges flood him with speaking engagement offers. You can
count on one hand Negro colleges which have Invited him If there
are any.

"It is the function of media to report, yes. But the
U« 1 _ V W 44a^«<Ui.<l ~«»fkan than »loi^«4- A/4 . <t-(._IWXVWJUU A 4ailO£C 1MB WAD W4~WW i O W1^1 UIIW1 ."^^A/. V9U| —

torted so that many whites imagine that Malcolm has a popular
following; distorted bo that a number of whites and colored
people, more concerned with public attention than with civil
rights, more hungry for headlines than for Jobs and justice,
have suddenly reached for mantles of leadership which they
are not prepared to wear."
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VIII . RELATIONSHIP Willi SUBVERSIVE-' i »
' ^ i » , i/{L

ORGANIZATIONS * »

A . General

At the press conference held on March 12, 1964, In
the Park Sheraton Hotel, New York City, MALCOLM X was asked
by an unknown newsman if his new organization would accept
financial support from a known Communist group.

MALCOLM X replied by telling a story in which he
indicated that if he were the prisoner of a wolf, he would
accept release from captivity by any source.

When the newsmen present unanimously exclaimed that
this meant his answer was ^yes" MALCOLM X denied this and
said, "I only told you a Btory about a wolf.*1

1. Workers World Party

dvlsed that at a forum held in the headquarters or
re-workers World Party (WWP), 46 West 21st Street, New York

City, on March 13, 1964, an unknown speaker commented on the
recent remarks and position of MALCOLM X, citing them as the
onl" ri ffht decision made by a Negro leader. The speaker stated
that the WWP will offer its support to MALCOLM X, but knowing
his feeling towards whites, would not participate physically,
but would assist him with its newspaper stories.

A characterization or me wwr id inCxUueu
in the appendix of this report.

2. Socialist Workers Party

a discuss
establishing contact with MALCOLM

X'» new movement.
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Die SWF has been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450. Ca.

was the invitea reaturea speaker at a meeting sponsored by
the ML? held at Palm Gardens, 310 West 52nd Street, Hew York
City, on April 8, 1964 . MALCOLM X spoke on "Human Rights .

*

(See page 46) u
C. Apparent Non-Support

1. Communist Party
f USA

IX. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Arrest

The March 17, 1964 edition of "Bie New York Mrnea"
contained an article on page 24 which reflected that subject
was given a speeding ticket on March 6, 1964, for travelling
55 miles per hour in a 45 mile per hour zone on the Triboro
Bridge, New York City. The ticket was issued by Patrolman
DA GIARAPUTO of Motorcycle Squad Number 4, NYCPD. iX
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On March 16, 1964, subject appeared in Manhattan
Traffic Court and pleaded not guilty before Judge LAHHY M.
BETRANO, and trial was scheduled for May 19, 19o4.

Die article went on to state that subject "said with
a grin" that the Patrolman who Issued the ticket was a
"ure.ludieed eon".

on tne speeding charge on that date, and a warrant
for his arrest was issued by Part 5B of the Manhattan Traffic
Court. The warrant will be held for two weeks and a warning
notice sent to subject. If he falls to appear within two
weeks the warrant will then be executed.

The May 22, 1964 edition of "The New York Times",
contained an article on page 22 which reflected that the warrant
for subject's arrest on a speeding charge was vacated on
May 21, "1964, when his attorney (unnamed) appeared In court and
explained that subject was out of the country on May 19, 1964.

B. Alleged Threat Against Subject's Life

The March 21, 1964 edition of the New York "Amsterdam
'

News" contained an article on page 50 which reflected that
subject claimed that officials at NOT Mosque Number 7 had tried
to persuade NOI members that he was insane after his suspension
In December, 1963* After these NOI officials believed they had
turned enough NOI members against him, subject alleged that !

they sent a brother out to kill him in cold blood during February
1964, but because truth was stronger than falsehood the brother
did not believe the charge and Instead of killing him told him
of the plot and of the actions of NOI officials. Subject
claimed* that when he demanded an opportunity to refute these
charges before NOI Mosque Number 7 his request was refused. f

i
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no lnicrmaLion *o Indicate that
ipL WiiS fiVfel1 bade' or contemplated against the life of

subject by members of the NOI, and that subject had never made
such a complaint I m*

. . _, j_ vi4 j, w j^/ a, v9 Xg)' - - - • -

1. Heavyweight Boxing Champion CASSIUS^CLAY ,

The January 25, 1964 edition of the New York "Amsterdam
News, " contained an article on page 1 that subject and his

/
family were in Miami, during the past week vacationing as the

/
guestBof Heavyweight Boxing Contender CASSIUS CUCB*-* i>

J*Wu} * *J*La53 rh' 1

at*

News" contained.a photograph on page 1 of subject, his wife
BE™, and their three daughters sitting together with CASSIUS

' " The March 20, 19o4 edition of the ^'New York Herald
Tribune" contained an article on page 6 which reflected that
subject was In Miami Beach, Florida, presumably to attend the
heavyweight boxing championship fight between CASSIUS CLAY

The March 9, 1964 edition of the "New York Post" con-
tained an article on page 4 which reflected that subject, who
had broken with the NOI, had stated that he would not take
CASSIUS CLAY with him out of the NOI. The article indicated
that subject was generally accredited with CLAY'S joining the Npl

The March 10, 1964 edition of the "New York Journal
amPT»^ftn w AAnffi4na^ dr> ot»f4 /«1a m^o 1 ufe-f/tVi w^f1 A fUaf
CASSIUS CLAY indicated he would not leave the NOI to follow
subject.

The May 18, 1964 edition of the "New York Post" con-
tained an article on page 4, datelined "Accra, Ghana". This
article indicated that the allegiance jif CASSIUS CLAY to Rebel
Muslim Leader MALCOLM X seemed to be Over. The article lndica
that during the separate African tours of subject and CASSIUS
vjjnx vnwjr nick jji nuxuvvu w*i ft^i i J. xf , xyut cuiu vt«u wouc mjc
following remarks concerning subject:
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"Man did you get a look at him? Dressed in that
funny white robe and wearing a beard and walking with a cane
that looked like a prophet f s stick? Mao* he r s gone so far out
he's outcompletely. " Then, turning to HERBERT MUHAMMAD, the
eon of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, who is accompanying CLAY on his African
tour, CLAY stated "doesn't that Just go to shew that Elijah is
the most powerful? Nobody listens to that Malcolm anymore. "

,

2. Cleveland Brown Professional Football
JIM^-^ROWN

T -Loi'JiUiij mjviseu wist; during wie perioa
prior^o xne CA£SIU5~CLAY - SONNY LISTON heavyweight boxing
fight on February 27, 1964, MALCOLM X stayed at the Hampton
Housr> Motel and Villas, 4200 Northwest 2?th Avenue, Miami,
Florid, i. While there he was in contact and 3poke with JIMMY
EROWN of the Cleveland Browns Professional Football team*

D. Efforts by NOI to Evict Subject from Residence

with his family at 23-11 97th Street, EaBt Elmhurst, Queens,
New York.

advised that after ELIJAH
archMUHAMMAD learnea that eub

s owned by the NOI. ^(

advised that
nt t

, 1964 to subject;

ti tv

6ent the fallowing lette;

"You have several Items such as letters, Mosque film,
Negro documents, etc., relative to the Muslims and their affairs..-
the laborers and believes hereby request your cooperation In ,

turning these items over to Muhammad's Mosque #7 immediately
.^/^^

an _
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"Also you are rssiding In a building which was purchased by
Muhammad's Mosque #7 for the use by a laborer as designated
by the leader and teacher, the honorable Elijah Muhammad,
who may serve in ministerial capacity or whatever position he
places them. As you no longer hold this position we the
laborers and believers request that you vacate premises located
at 2311 97th Street, East Elmhurst 69, New York, upon receiving
this letter. Upon a call to Captain Joseph arrangements can
be made to have personal items belonging to the Nation of Islam
picked up. Ihis letter will also serve notice your car insuranct
is in Muhammad's Mosque #7. We are requesting that you dis-
continue using the name of Muhammad's Mosque or the Nation of
Islam for your personal effects. We can effect a transferral of
title. Also you can bring the necessary papers to make this
change. If you continue to use the Nation's name on your car
then the Mosque will have to take possession of the car which
we ^o not want to do because this car is your personal property.
Tm Mosque only desires the withdrawal of its name from your
personal effects, etc. This letter also serves notice that
Muhammad's Mosque #7 will discontinue handling expenses on
utilities at said 2311 97th Street." jV^

At the FOI meeting held at NOI Mosque Number 7, New
March. l£_» _19o4, it was publically announced by

;hat efforts will be made to get
[ which is owned by Mosque Number 7.^

Landlord aid Tenants Proceeaings, uivix uourt ot; tne Ulty of
New York, Queens County, 126-06 Queens Boulevard, Queens, New
York, advised that eviction proceedings were filed by MUHAMMAD'

£

Temple of Islam Incorporated (NOl) on April 8, 1964, and are
filed under index number L&E 4845 for 1964. Subject answered
on April 13, 1964, and a hearing was set on April 17, 1964.
This hearing was postr-ooe fl until May 26, 1964, and postpooed
again until June 3, 1964 .^^g^^^made the papers in the u
file available. ^^^^^^^
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A review of these papers reflected the following
Information

:

a petit-ion aatea mrcn ji, J.yo4, w»S filed On
8, 1964, by the NOI, Petitioner, against MALCOIW X LITTI£,
Respondent, seeking a Judgment awarding the NOI possession of
the premises at 23-11 97th Street, East Elrahurst, Queens, New Y<

Ohls petition claimed that the NOI owned the premises
In fee and that subject had occupied It in an employer-employee
relationship, since subject was the Minister of the NOI. This
relationship was terminated on or about March 8, 1964, and that
nh^o^f AAnf4nnae +r\ AA/ttmv +Via f\nam4 aaa TtiA i^af4 f4 am WTMTf

for a Judgement requesting possession of the premises, cost of
the proceeding and a warrant to remove subject from the premises.

This petition was signed by MACEO X OWENS as Secretary 1

of th - NOI In New York City and it was filed by the law firm
of Vfllllams and Chieholm, 126l Fulton Street, Brooklyn, New York.

On April 13, 1964, subject filed an answer and a
counterclaim. Subject claimed to be the true owner, that the
NOI had never paid any money for the premises, and that the
NOI held title in trust for subject.

Subject denied the existence of an employer-employee
relationship and claimed the premises were purchased for him
by persons appreciative of his program and leadership with the
Intention that it should be his residence owned and controlled
by him without restriction, limitation or condition.

j

Subject claimed that he had placed the title in the i

name of the NOI to hold in trust for the benefit of himself
only.

Subject demanded judgement 1a the form of a dismissal
of the NOI petition and an affirmative Judgement to his counter-

j

claim that the NOI holds title to the premises In trust for him.

...
r ^
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Subject r s answer and counterclaim was filed by the
law firm of Sutton and Sutton, 135 Vest l£5th Street, New York
City 1

1

4rt>
On June 3, 1964, -flHH|B^

the above natter scheduledrortnat d<

to June 15, 1964. u

dvised that the trial on
date had been postponed

'

The April 18, 1964 edition of the New York "Amsterdam
New3 M contained an article on page 1 relative to the above
eviction proceedings and identified the NOI attorney as JOSEPH

/WILLIAMS, and the attorney for subject as FEnCY'BUTTON. 71

—

'

>
' •' •

£ • Finances

dvised that in speaking
r»om rho Mm PTTTAU MmJAMMATl

had stated that he has helped subject since the latter was • »

released from prison and had been giving subject $1,000 per
month. V ^
F. Foreign Travel

On April 13, 1964]^HHB advised that at the MTCL
public rally held in Nev Yon^Tty an April 12, 1964, Bubject

v announced he would leave durinc the next week for a tour of
V v\Africa.

11*
1

i

ucpc^L" L'Uu injwi t . ivennedy Inter.
New York City, aboard their flight mtui>er 401 at 7:00 p.m.,
April 13, 19o4.

This flight was to Frankfurt, Germany, where "Shabatz
was scheduled to make connections for Cairo, Egypt, with
Middle East Airlines. "Shabazz" would-depart Franlcfurt aboard
flight number 788 of the latter airline at 5:35 p.m., April
14, 1964, due to arrive In Cairo at 10:55 p.m., April 14, 1964.

- 62 -
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Co;X

l!he April 18, 1964 edition of the Kerr York "Amsterdam
News, 11 a Negro newspaper published weekly in New York, New
York, contained an article on page 1 relative to the foreign
travel of MALCOLM LITTIJE •

The article indicated that prior to leaving for Africa,
LITTLE had told this paper that the purpose of his trip was to
"get spiritual strength" through a visit to the Muslim holy
city of Mecca in Egypt

.

According to the article, LITTLE stated that in addition
to Egypt, he planned to spend a month touring other African
countries, including Sudan, Kenya, Zanzibar, Congo, Nigeria, Ghana
and Mall.

The article further indicated that according to LITTLE,
he w^ given a free ticket to Egypt as a Muslim convert, and
that lie remainder of his trip was financed by members of his
religious congregation

•

New York.. advIse<T^fchat on April ( ,

was purcliased for one "M* El Shabaz2" b
The ticket was a round trip ticket from New xoric to
return, and the cost of $1,300.80 was paid in cash
the time of purchase.

t ^vWorl? t

The itinerary of the ticket is as follows:

N6w York to Frankfurt, to Cairo, to jedda,
to Cairo, to Khartoum, to Nairobi, to Lagos,
to Accra, to Algiers, to New York.

advised that according tojK^t* nM. El
was very much interested in going to ConSaX Guinea,

was unable to book passage for that point since there 1b
service to Conakry.

t

lso advised thal| Phad a prior
r<?servatlch~ror nllMeir from New York to uairo, depart:
•York on Lufthansa German Airlines. She advised that
Indicated that he and "M. El Shabazz" would leave toj

Lrtln^New

>(^n!W^

- 63 r
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purchased with*
M. El Shabazz

;

" which 1

x''Hi

April 23$ Via
was paid for In cash
" money or with money
was definitely not lairohfifleflJtoL.JsJ^ Kov^

eminent of th^^^ed Arab Republic "(UAR^ •^MHIlHBHfei
advised that^^^^J^^^kriown to be quite wealtny^iJ^TuriHer
advised that Tnetrip to Jedda is In reality a pilgrimage to
Mecca, which must be made before April 27$ 1964. He also
advised that from experience In attempting to book air space
to Jedda for Moslems in America, that the only way reservations
can be made from Cairo to Jedda Is through the t&R Government,
and space is not availabl^jnles^th^Darl^is sponsored for \j
the trip, usually bjJH |the Islamic w
Institute In Washington, D # C7

April 14, 1964
few Yoric City, advised that

departed on their flight 401 on April 13, 1904, the same rugnt
utilized by "Shahagg". In addition, the flight manifest
reflected that^^^^|and "Shabazz 11 were the only passengers on
that flight wh^ia^connecting reservations at Frankfurt,
Germany, for Cairo, Egypt, aboard Middle East Airlines flight il

number 788 on April 14, 1964. _ v

On May 21, 1964, Supervising Inspector JOHN ADAMS,
INS, John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York, New York,
advised that subject, using the name MALIK EL SHABAZZ arrived
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at 4:25 p.m. that date aboard Pan American Flight 115 from
Paris, France. He had passport number C294275 and his destinatioi
was £3-11 97th Street, East Elmhurst, Queens, New York.

She May 22, 1964 edition of "Ihe New York Times'1

contained an article on page 22 which reflected that subject
held a press conference on May 21, 1964, in the Hotel Theresa
in New York City. Subject claimed that he had received pledges

A

charges of discrimination against the Uhited States before
the United Nations. He stated this would compel the United
States to face the same charges as South Africa and Rhodesia.

Statements by Subject on Tour

Ihe May 2, 1964 edition of n
lJie New York Times n con-

tained an article on page 56, datelined "Beirut, Lebancn"

.

April 30, 1964, that American Negroes were living In modern
slavery and that only a minority of Negroes believed In non-
violence .

The May 8, 1964 edition of the "New York Post", con-
tained an article on page 3 which Indicated that subject in a
letter to friends in New York City claimed that he had found
some white people he liked. He claimed he had met blonde, blue-

rA « T ^v»„v uA««aU4 ^A«ie AT T ATT urV%*"t Avsir4 4»A Ih4m 4»V*a*> imn
ffVi. OlUy^A O VI JVUJLtfill TUJW WISH V _L41l^<JI 1U1U Ut*Ct U OVUiV

white people, at least.those believing in ALLAH* can cease
to Judge others in terms of the differences in their color

•

He stated that during his tour of Africa he felt no racial
animosity toward Islamic whites and he sensed no hostility
on their parts.

The March 13* 1964 edition of the "New York Post",
contained an article on page 2* , datelined "Accra, Ghana, 91 which

African nations to take the question of Uhlted States racial
segregation to the United Nations. r~
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1. APPENDIX

FRUIT OP ISLAM

On July 10, 1963/ a source advised that the
Prult of Islam (POI) Is a group within the Nation of
Islam (KOI) composed of male members of the HOI. The
purpose of the POI is to protect officials and property
of the NOI, assure compliance of members with NOI
teachings and to prepare for the "War of Armageddon".
Members of the FOI are required to participate In
military drill and are afforded the opportunity to
engage In Judo training. The POI Is governed by a
military system wherein the members are controlled by
general orders similar to those Issued by regular
military organizations.
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1.

APPENDIX

INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST YOUTH (ISY)
AND

INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST ClflB (ISC)

A source at various tines from April to December,
1958, advised that the Independent Socialist Youth (ISY) was
organized in March, 1958, at Detroit, Michigan, In part by
efforts of members of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP). The
ISY was referred to by SWP members as an "IBM" group (independent,
broad, and militant). The ISY emphasized that it welcomed persons
from all political tendencies who were interested in socialism.
The ISY membership was comprised of individuals who belonged to
the Communist Party (CP), SWP, Young Socialist Club of Wayne
Count/ (YSC), and independent socialists* The ISY hfid no definite
program for political action; however, members of the YSC, who
made up the majority of the ISY membership, tried to influence
the ISY toward being a revolutionary socialist group. In an
attempt to extend this influence, the YSC was officially dissolved
on August 18, 1958, and the members urged to Join the ISY.

By November, 1958, the SWP members in the ISY found
they could not Introduce the program for political action they
wanted; therefore, they withdrew their support from the JSY,
which caused it to become defunct. Fart of the reasoning behind
this action was the belief on the part of the SWP members that
the ISY could not serve any useful purpose, but a similar-type
group organized on the campus of Wayne State University, Detroit,
could be of value In furthering the SWP youth movement.

An SWP member who was a student at Wayne State
University was assigned to attempt to get a socialist youth
group organized on the campus of that school. This member,
together with assistance from a former member of the ISY and
ISY contacts at the university, were successful in getting
a group organized on the campus of Wayne State University in
December, 1958, under the name Independent Socialist Club (ISC).
The club was organized under the Political Science Department
of the University. Officers were elected *^k>a new 1 constitution
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APPENDIX

INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST YOUTH (ISY) CmOK'A''" ''L,
AND (CONTINUED) wv

' MmI
INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST CLUB (ISC)

was drawn up. Reportedly, with the exception of one SWP member,
the ISC consists mostly of "independent socialists" or persons
who are not socialists but are interested in learning the
socialist viewpoint.

The SWP and the CP, USA have been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.
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MUSLIM MOSQUE , INCORPORATED

The Karch 13, 1964 , edition of "The New
Tines," a daily newspaper published in New York, New York,
contained an article on page 20 which indicated that
MALCOLM X (LITTLE), former national official of the Nation
of Islam (KOI) and Minister of NOI Mosque #7, New York, who
broke with the NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in
New York City on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the
Muslim Ilosquo, Incorporated (MMI) • The MMI, according to
the article, would be a broadly based politically oriented
black nationalist movement for Negroes only, financed by
voluntary contributions. In this public statement MALCOI/i X
urged Negroes to abandon the doctrine of non-violence when
it is necessary to defend themselves in the civil rights
struggle, and he a Ira suggested that Negroes form rifle
clubs to protect their lives and property in times of
emergencies in areas where the government is unable or
unwilling to protest them.

- - - Incorporation papers of the KMI filed on March 16,
1964, with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York
County, New York, New York, reflect that the Mill was
incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the
State of New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic
Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted
Islamic principals/ 1 The principal place of worship to
be located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York,

During an appearance over KYW - Television,
Cleveland, Ohio, on April 7, 1964, MALCOLM X stated that
the MMI does not stand for integration, but for complete
freedom, Justice, and equality for Negroes. He stated
that Islam was the religious philosophy cf the MMI, while
the political, economic and social philosophy was black
nationalism.

On May 15, 1964, a confidential source advised that
the headquarters of the MMI are located In Suite 128, Hotel
Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue. New York City, Khere they were
established on March 16, 1964.
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1* APPENDIX

NATION V ISLAM Wr'TtAi
In January, 1957, a source aaviseO ELIJAH

MUHAMMAD has described his organization en a nationwide
basis as the "Nation of Islanr and "Muhammad's Temples
of Islam".

Cn JUly 10. 196^. a second source advised
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD Is the national leader of the Nation of
Islam (NOI); Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2,5335
South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, Is the national
headquarters of the NOI; andv;ln mid-1960, MUHAMMAD and
other NOI officials, when referring to MUHAMMAD'S organization
on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" or
"Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of-
Islam".

The NOI Is an all-Negro organization which was
originally organized In 1930 In Detroit, Michigan, MUHAMMAD
cladms to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness
of North America by establishing an Independent black nation
In the United States. Members following MUHAMMAD'S teachings
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there Is no
such thing as a Negro; that the so-called Negroes are slaves
of the white race, referred to as "white devils", In the
United States; and that the white race, because of Its
exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and will be
destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon".

m the past, officials and members of the NOI,
including MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the
provisions of the Selective Service Acts and have declared
that members owe no allegiance to the United States*
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NATION OP ISLAM
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On May 5* 195Q, the first source advised
had,, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his persofiaT ' ' //£
statements and Instructions to his ministers concerning
the principles of his organization In order to avoid
possible {fr^secution. by the United States Government;
however, he Mid not indicate -any- fundamental -changes In
the teachings >af his organization.

On JulylO, 1963, a third source advised MUHAMMAD
had early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the
religious aspectB of the teachings of Islam and to stress
the economic* benefits to be derived by those Negroes who
joined the NOI. This polity change, according to MUHAMMAD,
would help him acquire additional followers and create
more interest in his programs.

VO"X
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MOSQUE ;:7, KEl-f YORK CITY U '' w"^Ji^
On May 3, 1963, a source advised that the Nation

of Islam (NOt) affiliate in New York City is known as

Mosque ,'f7 , also knoi*n as Temple #T, and is located at

102 lrest ll6th Street, New York City. Mosque #7 is a

pa^t of the NOI headed by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, with headquarters

in Chicago, Illinois. Mosque tfl follows the policies and

programs as set forth by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

The date Mosque i'ft originated in New York City

is not known.

However, in connection with the origin of Mosque

$7, it should be noted that in 1953, a second source advised

that there was a temple of the NOI (known to source then as

the Muslim Cult of Islam) in New York City located at 135th

Street and Seventh Avenue, as far back as 19^7.
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lj. APPENDIX

WORKERS WORLD PARTY

idvisedf On April 17, 1959* a confidential source &
that on February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
minority group, under the leadership or National
Committee member, SAM BALLAN, split from the SWP.

The source stated that this minority group,
referred to as the Marcyltes, after many years of program and
policy differences on varied Issues concerning tactics and
Interpretation of political events, split from the SWP on
t. grounds that the Party was liquidating Itself by
departing from the Marxist precepts of LEON TROTSKY and
retreating from the fight for the world socialist revolution*
The final Issue which ultimately forced the split was the
minority's opposition to the SWP regroupment policy which
Involved cooperation with the Communist Party (CP)
periphery - Individuals characterized by the minority as
petty -bourgeois.

The minority program, according to the source,
advocates unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and
has as .its goal the building of a revolutionary party
with a complete proletarian orientation for the purpose
of overthrowing capitalism In the United States and
throughout the world.

On May 12, i960, the source advised that this
minority group had chosen the name Workers World Party,

On May 6, 1963, a second confidential source
stated that the headquarters of the Workers World Party
were located at 46 West 21st Street, New York, New York.

The SWP and the CP have been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450,
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YOUNG SOCIALIST CLUB OP WAYNE COUNTY (YSC)
Also Known As, Wayne University Young
Socialist Club; Wayne Young Socialist
Club; Young Socialist Club

A source advised In 1955* 1956 and 1957* that the
Young Socialist Club of Wayne County also known as Wayne
University Young Socialist Club, Wayne Young Socialist Club,
and Young Socialist Club (YSC) was organized on the campus of
the Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, in the fall of
1954, through the efforts of the Detroit Branch, Socialist
Workers Party (SWP). As a result of the University's action
In barjiing the YSC from the campus In the spring of 1956, the
YSC c? (opted the name Young Socialist Club of Wayne County and
continued to function by using the facilities of the SWF for
Its headquarters.

1

This source advised that the YSC has been controlled
and directed by members of the SWF from Its Inception to the
present time. The purpose of the YSC was to afford the SWP an
opportunity to make contacts, recruit members into the SWP,
and spread propaganda among the students and other young people.

The constitution of the YSC states Its purpose "shall
be to unite young students, workers, and members of minority
groups who wish to build and participate In an Independent,
militant, socialist group. It shall engage in a broad program
of political, educational, and social activities, bringing
socialist ideas to young people in an atmosphere of free and open
discussion.

"

Another source advised on August 20. 1958, that
the YSC was officially dissolved on August 18, 1958, as a
tactical move by the youth fraction of- the Detroit Branch
SWP.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.
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This appears to be merely
another effort on the part of
Malcolm Little to obtain publicity
In connection with his battle with
Elijah Muhammad and the Vat ion Of
Islam. No dissemination necessary.
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